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JUDGE Sl'; 7TH: On the record.

T would like to introduce Professor michael

4 Duggan, who has replaced Valentine Diehl on the Board.

Professor Dugaan has served on the panel as an economist,

however he gas had experience as a trial attorney at the

Justice Department, Antitrust Division He is presently

8 professor at the University o+ Texas in Austin, Texas, in

g business law.

10 Are there any preliminary matters befcre we start
wi.th the agenda +or today?

12 The Foard is prepared to rule on the motion by

Florida Cities to file an attached reply. Me deny the

14 moticn. Then, the answer will be also, of course, an

16 unautho ized answer.

16 Me will permit, however, the parties to

demonstrate particular places in those pleadings where new

16 material is raised, and demonstrate why i was necessary to

1g fi"e unauthorized pleadings

20 The Board has many auestions on the papers, but we

want to organize the discussion today in the fcllcwina
manner.

23 Goina to the order for the prehearina conference,

24 we want to hear =rom the parties on items. No. 1 and bio. 2.

26 Item No. 1 being whether the proposed license ccndit'ns
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vould have a material or adverse 'mpact upon the intervening

2 Florida Cities.
Ho. 2, whether the proposed license conditions

4 contain anti-competitive, discriminatory, or unfair

6 provisions which would create or maintain a situation

6 inconsistent vith the antitrust laws

Then ve vill reserve the final item, and that is

8 if the licensing conditions are not satisfactory, what do ve

9 do about it then. Re will reserve that to the end cf the

10 session.

The Board particularly requests in the discussion

12 that the comments be, as much as possible, limited to the

discrete area under consideration. That is, when we talk

14 about what material or adverse impact the license conditions

15 could have upon the Florida Cities, we vant that to be the

16 sole discuss'on under that part of the discussion.

17 believe, vr Jablon, that we should. begin vith

18 you o

19

20

tfB. DABLOH: Thank you, Your Honor.

First of all, as a preliminary matter, I would

like to introduce to the Board .".arta 8anildi. She has not

filed an appearance form, but she vill "o so today or

23 tomorrow ~

24 She did. briefI and is prepared to discuss the

2g qu~stion of the admissibility of certain documents labeled,
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1 settlement documents, but I think in their unauthorized

2 reply Flcrida Power and light has sa'd that she could look

3 at them for these purposes.

In any event, I wculd like to introduce to you !fs.

5 lfanildi.
Mith regard to the first question which vou have

propounded, whether the proposed license conditions would

have a material or adverse impact upon the intervening

g 'Florida Cities, I would like to break down the response in

1p two regard..

In a broader context, to the extent that the

license conditions perpetuate a situation inconsistent, or

to the extent that a situation inconsistent continues, the

14 license conditions have an immediate adverse impacts

15 JUDGE SHITH: This is what I was hoping we would

16 n ot go to.

17 JABI.ON: But Florida Cities are willing to

limit their request for relief to only those matters where

19 there would be an immediate adverse impact from the fact of

20 implementation per se with regard to the generality

21 'ice have asked for approximately five conditions to

be placed upon acceptance .~f the license conditions, and the

23 acceptance conditions all "elate to th e question o f
'4 par ticipat'n in the nuclear plant con tracts in St Lucie 2,

25 because it is there where the "-lorida Cities would have to

enter
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into contracts nov, and make decisions where to contract.

if the Board vill indulge me, in the . lorida
Cit's reply to the Florida Power and Light 's response to

4 the joint mot'on, vhich you have denied, there is specific

5 language as to proposed conditions which would be acceptable

to Florida Cities.
think that it might be helpful if, at least in

8 rulina, the Board could refer to that language because it
9 vould give you something specific, and the specific pages cf

1O the language are referred to in the conclusion.

Mithout'ny preliminaries, vhat i would like to do

is tc refer to specific conditions we would seek, and

explain to you why we would. seek conditions in those

14 specific areas.

15 JUDGE Si.ITH: This is going to explain vhy the

18 imposition of conditions would have a material or adverse

impact per se?

18 ilR. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor- i am villing to

19 handle it any other way, but I think it would be better if
2p we deal vith specif ics.

.o put the matter in general context, perhaps that
vould Le.help ul, the harm of immediate impact comes from

23 three regards, Your Honor ~

24 The most tangible. regard, the most immediate

regard is that i the license conditions are. immediately
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implemented, scme of my client" and other Cities will have

2 to make decisions whether to buy into St. Lucie, and
!

3 doubtless will.

Under the proposed license conditions, :lcrida
5 Power end Light is to present a proposed contract, and there

6 are to be contract negotiations. Xf agreement is not

reached with regard to those contracts, rather than this

6 Board, an arbitrator would make the decision.

Florida Power and Light has taken the position,

~O and I presume is taking the position, that the Florida

Cities in various'espects would be bound by these

contracts So what element of harm is that the Florida

13 Cities, at minimum, would be placed in the position where

~4 they arguably would have waived rights in order tc get one

of the advantage -of the license conditions.

16

17

JUDGE SHISH: ifhat rights would they have waived'?

AIR. JABLON: For example, if this Board in a

subsequent order, Judge Smith, came out with a ruling which

~9 would imply di ferent license conditions, Florida Power and

20 Light has stated, if I understand them correctly, that they

would argue hat the Florida Cities are still bound by the

contract- '7hey would still be contractually bound. Parties

23 can actually wa ive r ights.

24 Therefore, one condition we have proposed, which

quotes from th~ir pleading, is on page 8 of our reply, which
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simply says that the attached conditions do not impair the

2 right of any intervenor to have its case heard on the

3 merits, and to avail itself of any diffe.ent or additional

4 conditions regarding participation in St. Lucie Unit 2, to

5 avoid immediate implementation, creating an implication that

6 there can be a waiver-

~ 9

JUDGE SAITH: Re are having trouble over this-
HR. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE SHEATH: Xf a Florida Cities enters the

1p participation contract"-, and you successf ully argue that the

participation agreements or license conditions do not

12 eliminate a situation inconsistent, and we have a hearing.

Zf we hould find that additional conditions hav'e to be

14 imposed, then the Florida Cities will not have been hurt by

16 the immediate imposition of the conditions. is that

16 correct ~

17 ZR. JABLON: Providing that the new conditions,

16 which you order, the new licensing conditions or ruling can

19 be made effective as tc th-" Cities. 7n other wcrds,

2p providing that their having signed a participation agreement

21 before--
22 Let me make it very concrete Suppose the Cities

23 agree to a liability c la use, «h ich they think is wrong, but

24 they agree to it. because under the se tlement license

conditions that is all they can get.- X. think that this is
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1 one of the items that you can rule on now, but suppose vou

2 don'.
Suppose subsequently in new license conditions, a

4 year cr two years from now, you determine that license

5 conditions removing the settlement restriction on the kind

of liability clause that the arbitrator has to accept would

7 -have been a.ppropriate I would not want my clients to be

8 placed. in a position where having signed the original

9 participation agreement, .they are deemed to have been bound

10 by that liability provision.

11 Or, having signed a contract which sets forth a

12 certain mechanism for operating the plant, a certain

13 division of responsibility between the parties, and you

14 should subsecuently rule that the present license conditions

1g which controlled those restrictions were wrong, I would not

want that to control.

17 Florida Power and Light in their new proposal has

said, with regard to the latter, that the Florida Cities

19 would not be bound, but t ey have not said that with regard

20 to the former.

21 So, all we have suggesting, which is what the

Justice Department has suggested in their pleading, and what

23 F lo rid a Pow er and Light h as ambiguously suggested., in their

24 pleadin'g, that the Board make clear that any rulings

granting immediate implementaticn are without prejudice to

ANDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 the Florida Cities getting better terms if they can convince

2 the Beard.

JUDGE SMITH: I thought aha this had been made

4 quite clear several places throughout the papers. Let'

5 make it clear now, if it is necessary-

HR. JABLON: I don't think it has, and I refer to

page 6, note 6. But if you are correct, then I have no

8 problem, and there is no need fcr,that provision

10

JUDGE SHITH: Let's find out.

Kr. Bouk nigh t?

AIR. BOUKN1GHT: Judge Smith, I think that our

12 JUDGE S'AITH: Gentlemen, if you prefer to sit
r

down, the microphone is available, make yourself

14 comfortable.

15 tlR . BOUKNIGHT: Judge Smith, our position is that

16 these license conditions require that Florida Power and

Light make a. commercial offer to the Florida Cities If the

18 Florida Cities then accept that commercial offer, and enter

19 into a. participation agreement, Florida Power and Light is

20 not conceding that as a result cf a Board decision, which

happened later, requiring that a different kind of offer be

made later on down the road, that that contract is

vlt~ated i

24 Our position really is the mirror image of what

you see in the second full paragraph'f Florida

Cities'LOERSON
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answer of October 9th, there on the first page, where they

2 indicate how 'mportant it is to them to undestand that if
3 they accept this offer, aI'.d enter into a participation

4 agreement, even if there is a hearing on which Florida Power

and Light prevails on the merits, Florida Power and Light.

6 cannot later vitiate any aspect of that par ticipation
agreement.

So what it comes down to is that the Florida

9 Cities will be made an offer. No city is inhibited from

1p declining that offer, and litigating to get a better offer.
you rule that a better offer has to be made, that he can

12 accept that offer.
13 Those that decide now that they will enter into a

14 participation agreement, there is some disagreement between

15 the Florida and Florida Power and Light as to whether later

16 the NRC has the authority to come back and require that

changes be made in that participation agreement. But it
18 would be Florida Power and Light's position that those who

1g enter into those participation agreements are entering into

20 cont acts

21 JUDGE S~i.7TH: I'e were to find, after a hearing,

that implementation of the participation agreement may have

23 a t endency to create a si.tua tion inconsi tent with tne

24 antitrust laws, would you argue that we could not, then,

25 require as a license condition an ad justment in the

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 part'cipation agreement.7

HB. BGUKNIGHT: No, sir, I think probably not.

tnink our position would be that in c rrying out

4 this Board's ant'rust authority, if it found that a

5 contract, this or any other contract that Elorida Power and

6 Light had entered into, was inconsistent with .he antitrust
law=, arguably so long as nexus is found, at least, you

8 would be in a position to require as a condition of the

9 license that we agree to change it-
10 That is a different matter though+ than placing

the terms of a participation agreement that don't have any

antitrust implications, that have simply commercial

13 implications, be'f ore an NRC Licensing Board hea ring an

14 antitrust case.

15 JUDGE SKITH: If a ter a hearing we ind that a

16 particular condition or provision of the participation
agreement is simply irrelevant to whether a situa ion

18 inconsistent exists or not, it would be your position then

19 that the parties would be bcund?

20

21

LR. BOUKNIGH'I: Ys. sir, it would.

JUDGE SHITH: That you believe is materially
d et rimen tal to the Elo rid a Cities 7

23 !4R JABLON: No, I do not, provided tha t the

24 provisions did not come about in relationship to the

25 existing settlement license condi~ions Let me give you an
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3

example-

The liability clause is a good example, and there

3 are others. ~e take the position, without debating it. for

4 the moment, that the discussion in the settlement license

5 conditions would allow Florida Power and. Light to impose

6 li~bility provisions vhich are both anti-competitive and

against the public interest
The arbitrator, under the proposed settlement

9 license conditions, would be bound to accept the liability
10 clause which Florida Power and Light proposes . %11 X am

trying to protect'gainst is a situation vhere either the

12 Florida Cities agreed to a liability clause, knowing what

the l'cense conditions said, and knoving that they vould
I

14 likely lese before an arbitrator, because the arbitrator

16 vould look to the settlement license conditions.

16 Then, coming back, and successfully convincing

this Board that our position on the merits had been correct,
so that under ..ection 105(c) (6), i there were no contract,

/
19 you would propound different license conditions, or the

20 license condit'ons vould just be silent, which would

eventually go to the arbitrator, and yet be met with a claim

that the Florida Cities have waived rights.

23 o give another example, and. 2 don't knov how this

24 would work, the settlement license conditions state that

26 Florida Pover and Light. vill have complete control over the

ALDEASON AEPOATING COMPANY, INC,
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construction and operation of the plant, and they say no

2 more.

Incidentally, we have no quarrel with that, but wc

4 think 'he settlement l'ense conditions are to say that,

5 they should also say that in constructing and operating the

6 plant, Florida Power and Light should take into account

other interests.
Florida Power and Light has said that if we are

g successful on that point, they would agree to amend the
/

1p contracts. But you would have gone through arbitration
procedure, or agreement with Florida Power and Light aga'n

knowing what, the settlement license conditions say

13 don't know to what extent we would be bound ~ I.

14 guess it would depend on what you put in your subsequent

15 ord er.

16 The settlement parties have come before you, Judge

Smith, and have at least implied that the Florida Cities

16 c n 't be hurt by immediate implementation of the settlement,

19 and in general we want immediate implementation of he

2p settlement because we get benef its But all we were trying
to seek is what would af ect a waiver of subsequent rights,
should we be able to convince the Board.

23 JUDGE SMITH: It seems to me that that has been

24 conceded now by the applicant. If you should be able to

convince the Board, af ter a hearing, tl at the license

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 conditions as they relate tc the participation agreement are

2 essential or desirable to alleviate a situation inccnsistent

3 wit;h antitrust, laws, we would then have the autho ity to

4 require a license condition change which would reflect a.

change in the participation agreement.

HR. JABLON I did not hear Florida Power and

7 Light that way. If Florida Power and Light assents to that

8 statement, I have no problem.

HR .. BOUKNIGHT: Judge Smith, let's make certain

10 that we are talking abcut exactly the same thing.

Ny understanding o what I told you a few minutes

12 ago is, if you conclude after a hearing that a provision of

13 a contract between Florida Power and Light Company and one

14 of these Cities is inconsistent with antitrust laws, and you

16 ind a. nexus between that inconsistency and activ'ties under

the license under Section 105(c)(5), then would appear that

the HRC has the authority to impose a license condition

requiring Florida Power and Light Company to- a sent to a

19 change in the contract.

20 JUDGE SHITH: Let's take another example Let'

say that we find that because of a condition, and because cf

a provision of the participation agreement, the situaticn

23 alleged to exist continues to exist. That is, the agreement

24 does not go far enough to eliminate the alleged situation
inconsistent.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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What wculd. be your position there as to our

2 authority to determ'ne that a liberalization of the offer

3 would have to be made?

HR . BOUKNIGFT: If the hypothetical is that the

5 contract itself ha not been found to be inconsistent with

6 the antitrust laws, but because of. some other situation

7 inconsistent with the antitrust laws the Board believes that

8 a change in the contract would be appropriate relief, then I
g think we would reserve our position to challenge that-

10 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, challenge it, but challenge it
in the NRC adjudicative process, in the courts, or enforce

it contractually with the parties to the participation
agreement?

14 MR BOUKNIGHT: I think, certainly what, we would

15 do, we would appeal the order within the NRC and within the

16 courts If ultimately it were held hy the courts tha t the

NRC had -the authority to require this change in the

18 contract then obviously we would be bound to do so.

19 All I am saying is that we don't want today to

20 waive our right to argue to you at the end of this hearing

that you don't have the authority to do it, and then to

argue to the Appeal Board.

23

24

JUDGE SMITH: AnQ to the courts

t4R ~ BCUKNIGHT; 'ies-

25 JUDGE SMITH: All right.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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'Ar. Jablon, does that help?

MRS JABLON: 1 have nc problem with that

3 reservation of rights as to the argument they can make to

4 you ~

JUDGE SLf TH: Does that eliminate ore o= the

6 concerns that you started to list that was the first one?

HR. JABLON: Yes, I think it does-

JUDGE SHTTH: Yiay we hear from the Department, "..s.

9 Urban?

10 HS. URBAN: The parties in interest seem to agree

on this topic, an'd the Department certainly does not object

to that agreement. I'erhaps would think that the Board has

a little more authority than Florida Power and I,ight thinks

14 it has, but I think that is something to be argued about the

16 hearing if such becomes necessary-

16 HR JABLOH: Just so that I be made terribly
17 clear, because people may cite this transcript later, my

po ition is th .t whatever the 105(c) (6) public interest

19 standard. is as it relates to the 105(c) (5) finding, that if
20, the Board comes out with cond'ions under 1 05 (c ) (6 ), and

rlorida Power and Light reserves any rights to appeal, to

contest, to argue, to make any argument to this Beard, or cn

Q3 a ppea 1 with regard to the B card '
~ authority ~ "=vt if th e

24 Board comes out with a license condition unde 105 (c) (6 )

that tnat license cordition -- that we will not be wa'ving

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 rights by signing contracts now which would not ctherwise

2 have been waived.

.H . BOUKNIGHT: I am not sure that this changes

what we are talking about or not. I am not su e that

5 understand that.
If the Board promulgates a license ccndition

directing that Florida Power and Light change a contract

that it has entered into in accordance with these settlement

9 conditions, and that Board order is upheld. through the

10 processes of the NHC and the courts, then Florida Power and

Light certainly intends to comply with it, and merely wishes

to reserve its right to argue what it desires to argue at

13 the time

14

15

JUDGE SMITH: Does that help?-

MH. JABLON: Yes.

%hat is flashing through my mind is that Florida

Power .and Light may argue that the Florida Cities by signing

the participation contract- now have waived, rights. I think

19 'n view of Mr. Bauknight's statement that that argument

20 would not hold water, because obviously these contracts are

being signed in the context of implementing these license

conditions, and they would be without prejudice tc future

23 license conditions- which you might or night not find

24 desirable und.er 105(c)(6).

25 I certainly agree that, Florida Power and Light
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1 believes that the Board 's authority does not exist to attach

2 any license condition in the world, they have the right. to

3 a rgue it ~

They, have the right to make their argument to the

5 Boards and I am not trying to foreclose that I am just

6 trying to foreclose a possibili'ty of an argument of waiver

7 for signing these contracts under these license conditions ~

JUDGE SH|:TH: To summarize: I think we have

9 established that if the Board should find, after a hearing,

10 that certain sections of the participation agreement are

either irrelevant to our consideration, irrelevant to the

,12 intervention, or irrelevant to the Commission's order

requiring this hearing, then it is outside our scope, and

14 „they would have the right to enforce those.

15
'Z f we should find that a provision of the

15 participation agreement in itself maintains, or creates, or

exacerbates a situation inconsistent. they concede that we

would have the right to require license modifications.

19 The third circumstance is, if in its entirety the

2p participation agreement fails to cure a situation
inconsistent with antitrust law, then we would have the

authority to require modi ications to the license which

23 would affect a. cure ~

24 It seems to me that. you have an agreement on those

three. We have been through it, and. you have an agreement

ALOERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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on those three.

MR - JABT.ON: Yes, Your Honor.

1R ~ BCUKNIGHT-;-:r. Smith, the phraseology of the

4 last thing that you said. Mhat we are saying is that the

5 Board has the authority to remedy a situation inconsistent

6 with the antitrust laws by imposing license conditions. The

7 extent to which that may include the ability to require a

8 change in an existing contract, not because of your finding

9 that existing contract to be inconsistent with the antitrust

10 laws, but because of your believing that that would be

appropriate relic'+ under Section 105(c)(6)

12

13

JUDGE SMITH: Yes

MR . BOUKNIGHT: That is where Florida Power and

14 Li~ht reserves its right to make any arguments on at that

15 ti?ile ~

16 JUDGE SMITHs Tc us

17 MR BOUK NIGHT Yes < sir
18 JUDGE SMITH: And the court"-

19

20

21

MR. EOUKNIGHT: Yes.

JUDGE SMITH: Exactly.

MR. DEWEY: Your Honor, the staff doe net have

any problem with the scenario that you have outlined. Ae

23 agree that. this is the prop er proced ure to be ta king

24 JUDGE SMITH: Then if it is all right with the

parties, we will move on to your next concern

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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Do you feel that the discussion is complete on

2 this "„oint now?

'AR. JABLON: Yes, Ycur Honor-

AIR. BOUK NIGHT: 'es, sir.
JUDGE Sl! ITH: Hr. Jablon.

HR. JABLON: On page 16 of the proposed license

"conditions, which is Section YII-E-1, that section of the

license conditions states that l™he provisions prcposed bv

9 the company as to its liability to the other participants,

1p and as to sharing of the cost of discharging uninsured third

party liability, 'shall be approved by the arbitrator —I
have skipped some words -- unless he determines that the

provision proposed by the company constitutes an

14 unreasonable proposal which renders meaningless the

15 company's offer of participation."

16 This license condition wording would permit the

company to propose to the Florida Cities. or any city

16 'articipant, virtually any clause with regard to liability
19 whatsoever The Florida Cities, therefore, in determining

20 whether to participate, and in terms of financing

participation, would be faced with an agreement as to this
item ~

23 Florida Cities be'ieve that they are hurt by this

24 clause. The clause has a further clause which I think you

can and should look to

Florida Power and Light has lodge wi h the Board
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the Orlando pa.rticipation greement, and has indicated that

2 that i the agreement which is plans to offer the =lorida

3 Cities. The Orlando participation agreement has liability
4 as among the parties hinged on whether there was a willful
5 action by the company.

6 Willful action is defined in Section 1.32 as an

action knowingly or intentionally taken or not taken by an

officer or employee of the owner. There are two

9 qualifications. it has to be knowingly taken, it has to be

10 an officer or an employee exercizing managerial

responsibility at' senior level -- the third qualification
with either the intent to cause injury or damage to

another, or the knowledge that such action is a material

~4 breach of the provisions of this participation agreement.

15 Me submit to you that under this proposed clause,

~6 if, fcr example, a company were to put a plant on line
unsafely, in violation of NRC regulations, for a tax

~6 advantage or any other commercial advantage -- if it were to

~9 do so purposely, the company could, at least make an argument

ga under that clause that there is no responsibility to its
co-owners because the person did not intend to in jure the

other participants- He thought that it would work out all
g3 rLghto

24 -I can't imagine a company 'n the country acting

purposefully to ca.use damage to a plant, although employees
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have apparently done so, or to cause that kind cf injury.
".urthermore, if there were a delegated action, a

contractor, for example, apparently the clause would not be

4 covered, which I hink

5 North Anna. situation i
is contrary to the standard in the

n another'ontext

It would. not cover the plant operator, or arguably

it would not cover the plant operator, because he would not

be a senior management per onnel, even if the plant operatcr

9 did intentional harm. Even if there were purposefully lax

10 training determined. at tne managerial level, it arguably

would not be covered unless there were an intention to do

12 harn.

13 It excludes purposeful acts, gross negligence, at

14 least in part.

15 JUDGE SHITH: Excuse me, but did you knowingly

18 lea ve out a part of the provision of 1.32, and that is, to

do harm or to abrogate the terms of the participation

18 agreement~

19 NR . JABION: No, I did not Iet me discuss the

20 other part ~

21 The other part presumes that the person who did

the act first had read the participation agreement, because

23 it ha s the wo rd "knowingly ." In other wo rds, the standard

24 is not whether it is a breach of the participation
agreement, which would solve our problem The standard is a
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Coming down to the nub of it, we can accept a

3 generally accepted utility practice standard, which is

4 provided for in the participation agreement. But in he

5 Orlando participation agr ement, right after the obligation

6 that the company use generally accepted utility practices,

is a sentence which says: "But this-is not to be taken into

8 a count in terms of determining liability, except in

g acccrdance with," whatever the liability section number is.
10 So unless that sentence is a meaningless sentence,

it mears that the'ompany is not to be held to a generally

accepted utility practices standard, at least for this
purpose, or may not be.

14 JUDGE SÃITH: Is it not possible that at the later

1g stage of - the proceeding you might convince the Board that

16 this provisions is so unreasonable sc as to make it
functiona" ly unavailable to Florida Cities. But as for now,

what harm does it do to Florida Cities for immediate

1g implementation 7

20 HR JABLON: First of all, again, I would like to

hear from Florida Power and Light, frankly, with regard to

part o your question, as to whether it would be

23 fun ctional 1 y avail able late r. I would just like them to

24 con firm tha t
25 JUDGr. SMITH- That was not the point o my
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1 remark.

Let, 's say that the Board orders the conditions

3 attached, which brings into play tl e participation

4 agreement. Then you say, "'Ihis does not do it because that

5 provision is so unreasonable that it makes the. offer, which

5 we accepted, or it makes our participation' unctionally

7 unavailable It should be amended to cure the situation

8 inconsistent."
I am saying that we are looking now for, how does

10 the immediate implementation of the conditions have a

material adverse 'impact, compared to being able to later
argue that this particular condition is so unreasonable that

you cannot avail yourself reasonably of the participation
agreement.

15 ifR. JABLON: I have got a tri-party answer to

16 the t
17 First, the functionally una.vailable test in the-

license condition refers to what the arbitrator shall look

19 toe

20 JUDGE Si.ITH: I am talking about the Hoard.

if R JABLON: You are talking about the Board.

22 I would use a different test because the problem

23 of the functionally unavailability test is that anybody who

24 took it by definition, although they took it under a

situation of duress, could in fact take i,t.
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But accepting the premise of your question, which

2 is that the Board could later rule under 105(c) (6) that that

was unreasonable, let me refer to concrete situation ~

The City of Gainesville bought into Chrystal Biver

5 Florida Power Corporation's nuclear plant. It desired

participation opportunities in St. Lucie 2, and Florida

Power and. Light's other nuclear plants. 'It couldn't get

them. It went ahead and built coal generation. By not

g having access to alternative nuclear capacity at the time,

10 it had to make other options

11 Florida'ities are planning all the time, as is

Florida Power and Light. Therefore, Cities are, hurt by

delay in being able to make decisions. So that if a city

14 chooses not to buy into nuclear capacity because of the

15 existence of onerous contract provisions, pursuant to Board

approved license conditions, that would hurt them now in

terms of limiting their present opportunities.

18 The Cities as public bodies, their managers, their

19 officials, right now, will have to make decisions on very

20 important matters based on license condition language which

we believe offends public policy

22 I think everybody in this room would agree that if
23 something in the license conditions said that the Cities had

24 to sign a cont=- ct which v- olates law, which forces them tc

do something illegal, that that would be against the public
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1 interest, and that the Board could. net put its imprimatur on

those conditions.

He are saying~ by the same token, that the

4 settlement license condition language with regard to

5 liability is so harsh that it forces the Cities to make the

6 kind of decision which is inherently against public policy.

7 Therefore, the license condition should be accepted upon

condition of modi.ication of that provision .

JUDGE SMITH: Let's go both ways The Cities

10 dec'de, despite the onerous provision, to enter intc the

participation agreement. Hcw are they hurts

12.

13

NR. JABLON: They are hurt in two ways.

One way, we honestly don't know what impact it
14 would have on financing, it has to be tested, but I have

15 spoken with F P Bond. counsel, and according to him the

16 contract prov'sions could have an impact ~

17 JUDGE ShfITH: I suggest in that case, then, during

the hearing you convince the Board that the offer was

19 functionally unavailable

20 58 JhBLON: Okay.

21 Second, l am suggesting to you, if. your statement

is, "Hell, since it can be changed, if the Cities decide to

23 go in and they are not hurt -- If they den ' decide to go

24 in, they are not hurt, just completing where I think you are

going, they would not be hurt because they could make a
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JUDCE Si!ITH- Yes.

i!R. JABLOH: I am suggesting that given the HRC's

4 special mandate that presenting the Cities this kind of

5 option is a present hurt.

You asked me to address the Board to what sections

of the supplemental pleading ve sought to .ile would raise

8 nev matters which vould be necessary for you to look to. t<e

9 cited cases and case lav in that reply memorandum dealing

10 vith the type of contract choice, or the type of license

condition choice by analogy, vhich puts people in the

12 position of making coercive choices, choices under duress-

13 That case law points that there are certain

14 choices people can have to make which cant be against public

15 policy by their nature.

16 JUDGE SEITH: Me will listen to public policy

arguments, but now we have asked that you limit your

discussion as to hov the Florida Cities can be hurt

19 mater" ally by the immediate imposition of the license

2O conditions-

21 HR. JABLCH: First, they would be hurt materially,
as I have stated, by having to make a choice under that

23 c'cumstance

24 Second, th'ey would be hurt because there are

delays and costs of not inconsiderable magnitude with regard
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to the litigation process.

JUDG" SHITH: I don 't want to lose the thread of

3 where the pathway led bef"re we took ycu, are ycu hurt if
4 you decide, despite the onerous nature of the condition, to

5 enter into the participation agreement.

/hen we pointed out that i your experience is, or

if in later hearing the terms on their face should. be so

8 onerous as to be not available to you. You never did answer

9 that-

10 Af R. JABLON: I did not intend to evade the
'I

question. I gues's my answer is that the process of getting

12 that subsequent relief would create present onerous damage.

If your prediction comes to pass, the Florida Cities will
14 only have been harmed. if the agreement will have impacted on

15 financing, or if you accept the position that placing them

16 in that position creates harm

17 Hith regard to the other side cf the equation,

18 obviously if they choose not to buy in, and there ore have

19 to make or choose to make other power supply planning

20 options, the situation would not have been remedial.

21

22.

23

JUDG+ S Li ITH Tha t is anoth er matter

AIR�

. JABLON - Yes.

'iith regard to th first questicn, thcugh,

24 obviously if the predicate of the question is you grant the

relief later, then the only way they are harmed is by wha.t
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1 happens in the interim. The only things that would happen

in the interim, setting aside litigation risk, are the costs

of the litigation which are no inconsiderable burden-

JUDGE S.'1ITH: The cost of litigation he "e?

NB JABLON: Yes.

JUDGE SHITH: That i" the harm ?

i.3 JABLON'- The harm, and aoain the potential

8 impact on financing I am not saying that there would be

g one, but there would be something. Once the bonds are

10 floated

JUDGE S'HITF: That goes to the inadequa.cy o . the

12 participation agreement, not to the question harm to Florida

13 Cit ies.

14

15

NH ~ JABLON: No, Your Honor, as follows:

In order to buy into the plant now, the Cities, or

15 more realistically FNPA, the Joint lfunicipal Financial

Agency, is going to have to float long-term bonds. If they

18 retire those bonds, there will be a cost to the retirement ~

1g So obviously, they would be loating bonds now, in light of

20 the present agreements and the 'present arrangements

21 If there were an additional cost, and nobody can

really predict, it would depend on the state of the market,

23 or how the market looks at it -- but if there were a cost

24 that would go presumably for the life of the bonds. It
25 could be 30 years- There is no way, exce t, I guess,
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1 ordering Florida Power and Light to recompense the Cities as

2 a license condition,.to m=ke that back

JUDGE SYITH: So your view is that even if, after

4 litigaticn, we did decide that that provision was onerous,

5 that you, by electing to go into it, would be irreparably

6 damaged by it
v~R. JABL'Gh: Me could be

JUDGE SZXTH: Or could be-

l1R. JABLON: I am not saying that we would be

1O All I can represent to the Beard is that I have spoken to

Ft".PA bond counsel on the subject, and quite candidly he

doesn't know. He says that it could have an impact, but it
could not have an impact, and you don't know until your make

14 th«decision and try to float the bonds.

15 JUDGE SZITH s I understand, and I think you made

15 that point ~

17 HR JABLON: I, just den't want to be

18 misinterpreted. I don't want to mislea.d..

19 JUDGE SlfITH: Let's take the other tree, then. If
2p you believe that there is a material risk that you will be

damaged financially, your option is to nct enter the

participation agreement
individually'3

How does the implementation o= the license

24 conditions prejudice any city who wishes to make that

election?
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HR. JABLON! To the extent that they make

2 alternative power supply choices in the interim, which is

3 their option, or just to the =xtent that the participation

4 costs are higher, because later when they go in, they qo in

having borne o Florida Power and Light's interim financing,

8 they would have been hurt.
Incidentally, if I can say one thing on the

8 liability clause. The question of the liability clause

g itself is largely a legal question insofar as it touches the

|p public policy, and it is the kind of thing that can be

decided quickly under the public interest standards

12 JUDGE SHITH: Let's take your last point- You say

that in the interim, the Cities would have to make

i4 alternative power choices until there is a judgment on

~6 whether a particular provision is onerous. However, if you

convince us that we should not impose these license

condition-, that same situation will prevail

18 you convince us that this agreement should not

~g be implemented, and that the condition should not be

2p attached, the very same delay about which you complain could

happen.

22 NR. JABLON: Your Honor, Florida Power and Light

23 has not represented to this Boa rd tha t it wou ld not accept a

24 license condition that this Board ordered in the public

25 interest i nd I suspect they would.
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1 find. it very hard to believe that if this Board

2 f'ound, under the public interest standard

JUDGE S';tITH: Plea e, the public interest, we will
4 come back to the public interest as a separate section. I
5 want to talk about damage to Florida Cities-

I~R. JABLON: In response to your last preceding

7 question, Judge Smith, your question to me was, would not

8 the same situation obtain if FPGL withdrew the license
E

9 conditions.

10 The answer is, yes

JUDGE SMITH: The real question was, i+ you

convince the Board that the settlement is so mischivious, so

13 capable of causing damage to you that we have to order a

14 hearirrg, then you would be in the exact position, it seems

15 to me, that you said wculd obtain if you did not enter the

16 participation agreement

17

18

19

20

"..R. JABLOH: No, Your Honor.

JUDGE SMITH: It is a question of time lapse-

NR . JABLON: Let me explain why not.

believe that the respons'bility of this Board,

and what the Florida Cities are asking you to do is to

accept immediate implementation, but to attach certain

23 license con dition s .

24

25

JUDGE S!fITH: Is tha+ option availablE tc us?

ÃR. JABLOVi: Yes, it is, Your Honor. I think that
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aw ~

JUDG: SifITH: rlithout a hearing?

R. JABLON: ves, Your Honor.

The most basic question is, what standard you are

6 operating under in reviewing tne settlement. Florida Pcwer

7 and Light, in response to what you have called our

8 unauthorized pleading, and we both agree that you do have a

9 review function under a public interest standard-

10 Me might disagree as to the application of that

standard but you'ave a review function.

JUDGE SilITH: That is the public interest
standard, and. I understand that-

14 YiR JABLON: I think under the Catawba case, cited

15 by the government, and. cited. by Florida Power and Light in

16 their pleading, they used the term "public interest" by

17 which I take to mea n, and which is a ll we are asking for

here, is if certain elements in those license conditions

19 would be offensive of the public interest, so that even as a

20 settlement you could not or should not accept it, but that

the standard would be cured if there were conditions~ you

could approve the settlement on conditions-

23

24

JUDGE SHITH All right
JAR. JABLON: Florida Power and Light would then

have the choice
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JUDGE SlfITH: I und'erstand that
N'R. JABLON: I would submit

JUDGE S",:ITH: But it doesn't mean that we have the

4 authority to impose conditicns in addition to the ccnditions

5 consented to by the ag zeeing pa rties.
AIR. JABLOH Thev could withdraw the settlement,

if they do not accept the conditions.

JUDGE SNITH: Yes.

NR ~ JABLON- But they haven'. It seems to me

10 that as a practical matter

Let me trace the scenarios thzcugh with the

12 options. Take this liability clause, for example. If you

ordered a condition that eliminated the language we are

14 complaining about with regard to this clause, Florida Power

1g and Light realistically would be faced with the following

16 choices: either to accept modified language, and accept the

settlement whereby it would get certain advantages, which is
a cessation o» litigation with the government; or to re ject

19 it~

20 I say to you candidly here today if FPGL were to

reject the conditions, and put us in the analogcus situation

you ar talking about where we couldn 't get anything, we

23 would have to say to you, "Give us tha t option ." But I
24 think it would be preferable for you to give the option of

your judgment as to whether the license conditions are in
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the public interest with regard to the limited category of

2 items ze have placed before you under Scenic Hudscn, and

3 under Atlantic Refining

JUDG";.. Si'ITH: Let 's remember that that was a

5 d1gresslon

AIR. JABLQN: Yes.

JUDGE SNITH: Let 's assume that the Licensing

8 Board concludes that in the absence of an evidentiary

9 hearing, in the absence of some type of inquiry into the

1p facts, we could make no determination as to whether any

particular provis'ion is or is not in the public interest-

12

13

NR- JABLON: Yes, Your Honor-

JUDGE SNITH:- So our only choice is to either

14 approve the conditions in the settlement agreement or not.

16 Going back to that, under that assumption, are you any more

16 injured by a delay in the hearing and arriving at a decision

on the record —a delay encompassed by that, or by not

18 signing the participation agreement and. seeking relief
1g before the Board. Both are a question of time according to

2p your demonstration of the injury.

21 HR. JABLON: Under your hypothesis, no, Your

Honor. 'he are not more injured.

23 If the Board were to rule that it cannot make a

24 relatively expeditious ruling on the proposed ccnditions p

and therefore there would have to be a hearing, then
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1 obviously we would be equally injured by the delay one way

2 or the other, if I understand your question . I am going on

3 the basis of your hypothesis

JUDGE SMITH: Then I think we would come to the

5 conclusion, then, that the immediate implementation, absent

8 the public interest considerations, of the conditions with

7 the opportunity of Florida Cities, after hearings, to argue

8 for adjustment> would not immediately cause materially

9 adverse impact.

10 MB JABLON: Assuming that there were no impact on

the financing, and. assuming that there were no carry-over

12 from the contract provisions, yes.

13 JUDGE SMITH s My point is that if we were to

14 impo e the conditions, and you thought that the terms were

15 so onerous that you did not sign them then the imposition

18 of the conditions would not injure you any more than if we

decided we had to have a hearing in the public interest.

18

19

MR JABLON

JUDGE SZITH

May I have that question read?

I have tried to take you beth ways.

20 One way is how you are in jured if you signed. You say we

may incur expenses that we will never recover. 'Xhat wculd

be an in jury from the immediate imposition of the

23 con ditions .

24 HR ~ JABLON: Bight, Your Honor..

25 JUDGE SMIIH: On the other side, how would you be
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injured if we ordered the immediate imposition of the

2 conditions, but you did not sign, you did not accept them-

3 I think we have to come to the conclusion that you would be

4 no more injured than if you prevailed upon us not o impose

5 the conditions, and we set it down for hearing.

MR. JABLON; t0e are not asking you not to approve

the conditions. Re are asking you to approve them with

8 conditions. Obviously, to the extent the harm comes from

9 delay and litigation costs, to that extent whatever causes,

1p it creates the same harm ~

JUDGE SMITH: Let's ask what your position would

12 be if looking at the papers, and even your unauthorized

filings,—we could not find a public interest impediment to

14 approv'ng the condit'ons.. Mhat would you have us dc7

15

16

MR. JABLON: Approve them.

JUDGE SMITH: Approve them.

17 MR JABLON - If you could not find a public

18 .,'terest impediment.

19 JUDG"" SMITH: Based upon the papers you have

2p filed?

21 MR. JABLON: Yes.

22 JUDGE SMITH: You are willing to have us look at

23 these papers, and if we can n ct find tha t th ere is a public

24 intere t contra-indica ion to imposing the conditions, then

you would support us in imposing the conditions.
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MR JABiOH: Yes ~ Your Honor-

JUDGE SMITH: Is this new information?

HR . BOUKNIGHT: Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE S,~ITH: Is it helpful?

MRS BCUKNIGHT: Yes, it is quite helpful.

MR. JABLON: Obviously, just because it is a

7 printed record, the opportunity to seek to prove a situation

8 inconsistent, and to get them approved.

9

10

JUDGE SMITH'es.
MR JABLON: I would have an additional comment.

Your hypotheticals have gone, suppose after a

12 hearing, the Board does this, or the Board. does that. I
still believe that in the same way, and for much the same

14 reason, there is a harm when you go to park your car at the

16 theatre, and you see stamped on the ticket that "Me are not

18 liable for anything," and you have got the tickets. for the

theatre a little later

18 Not to trivialize it, but there is a harm to

1g people making choices in a world of uncertainty, when those

20 choices have a coercise impact.

21 JUDGE SMITH; I don 't think I can quarrel with

that, but its application to this case, think, has tc

23 depend upon the realities .

24 Vie are going to have to make a decisicn cne way cr

the Other, either to approve, set it down for a hearing, or
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1 take the recommendations that you made, say, only on certain

2 conditions.

MR- JABLON: May I discuss, with regard to the

4 liability clause now, what you have referred to as the

6 public interest?
JUDGE SMITHs Me will be come bac to that, 'and I

7 would apprecia te it if you would go to the next way in which

8 you believe that the immediate imposition of the conditions

9 will injure the Florida Cities.

10 MR JABLON: Yes Your Honor.

In the 'Orlando and Ft. Pierce settlement

12 agreements, provisions were made for what is called an

13 "amusing ind ustry."

14 JUDGE SMITH: I think I was premature there. l
18 think that we should have gone to the parties for comment cn

18 this allegation of injury before we move on to the next

one.

18

19

20

MR. JABLON: Certainly, Your Honor.

JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Bouknight?

MR BOUKNIGHT: Mr Smith, it seems to me us that

the matter is pretty simple. As things stand without a

settlement, the Cities have- no choice to make ~ The

23 settlement gives them choice to make .

24 It also gives them that choice, without

pr= judicing their right simply to ay, no, and continue with
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2 settlement.

Novld you prefer that I hold any comments that I
4 have cn the public interest aspect of what ~".r ~ Jablon has

5 been saying?

6 JUDGE SlfITHs Ye, I think so. I think that it
would be helpful if we had that all in one section. I think

8 if we had a listing of the way in which immediate

9 implementation will materially adversely impact upon the

1O Florida Cities, it would help the Board understand what we

have to
consider-'2

13

F R BOUK NIGHT: All righ t
JUDGE SYITH: I understand now that ycu have put

14 necessarily a limit on all of the injuries, because you say

16 you would rather have it imposed.

16

17

18

HR JABLON: There is no question about that.
JUDGE Si".ITH s Continue

HR. JABLON: I never meant to imply otherw'e.

1g Our original motion said, to approve the se ttlement on

2p condition.

21 Let me make a general comment, because this
applies to every condition I am going to state. rather than

23 to gc through these sa me questions .

24 In terms of the financing of the participation

26 agreements, and in terms of the considerations the city
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boards have to make, they will have to take intc account the

2 package

:n our judgment, the settlement license

4 conditions, either by dint of what is there or wh t is not

6 there in a number o respects which I would list> make the

6 deal less good. These things could. have a cumulative

effect. The same impacts we have been discussing would

apply to each one. I think the best thing is just to list
9 each item.

10 JUDGE SNITH: This is, less good This is,
inadequate. This's not per se in jurious, but this is
something less than what you need, that you are talking

about.

14 I48 JABLON: No, I think in the totality 'he
15 failure to condition the license conditions as we request

would and„certainly could cause harm, because I think the

total package would be so much less advantageous.

18 I do not say that in derogation of my previous

19 statement, that I want to give my clients a choice, and a

20 meaningf ul choice ~ If the Board determines against me, that

I have not made an adequate showina, and,if you determine

that the public interest conditions are not warranted, I
23 want you to approve this settlement.

24 Com'ng to the next item, the license, as I have

alluded to, dealin with participation, gives the company
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the sole discretion to contract and manage the plant. With

2 regard to that license condition, there is no counter-factor

3 which savs that the company in exe cising that. discretion

4 shall either give consideration to the needs cf the other

6 pa.r ties.

We believe that it is fair for the company, as

7 majority owner, and taking into account my.clients, the only

8 system I believe practicably who could operate the nuclear

9 plant, we believe that it is fair to give it that control.

1p We believe that in the exercise of that control, it should

be constrained to take into account the interests not only o

itself, but the other parties-

13 We believe that if in making the decision it
14 chooses to favor its own interest as against the interest cf

1g the other parties, that it should reasonably agree to make

16 the Cities whole. The suggested wording which would. be

acceptable to the Cities is in our reply pleading on page

18 20

19 JUDGE S'.LITH- This is your answer to the joint
2p mot ion?

21 ÃR. JABLON: Yes, page 20. This is the reply of

Florida Cities January 8, which you have re jected. The

23 sug gested language is there ~

24 Let me explain what I did. l originally took

Florida Power and Ligh 's motion as it was, and the Staff's
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1 and the Justice Department's motion, as a procedural motion,

2 making an assessment, if you will, of Florida Power and

3 Light's reply -- Zn other words, a prccedural motion on how

4 to handle it.
I'.aking an assessment from their reply, it seemed

6 ill-advised to me not to have given specific language, so

that you could rule based on the pleadings as to what was

8 and what was net in the public interest with regard to these

9 conditions. So I set down language for you which would be

1O acceptable to us

Me rega'rd to the control provisions, we are

12 saying, no more than a license condition which says that

they have complete control with regard to the operation of

the plant, and. ought to put some responsibility on them as

15 to taking into account the interests of other participants

16 Therefore, we suggest the provision

17 For reasons expressed in the plea'ding, this could

have serious impacts. For example, they could make

19 opera. ting decisions based on their own operating needs, so

20 t'hat we would have paid for capacity or energy, but not get

it
22 JUDGE SMITH: First let me inquire- Is this

23 pro vision unacceptab le ~

24 HR. BOUKNIGHT: Yes sir,.it is entirely
una cce "tabl e ~ lych a t it would do
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JUDGE SNXTH: Me will come to that-

There is a questicn that has been zai ed here,

3 which ~ have neve" heard the answer to, and that is, if
I

4 ".lorida Power and Light has the potential liability for

5 failure to discharge its authority in accordance with good

6 utility practice -- if they have the additional liability,
7 but, they only receive pro rata the benef its of the plant,

should they not be compensated then for the additional

g liability.
10 NR. JABLON: I would think not ~

JUDGE Si<ITHa All right, give your reasons for

12 tha t.
13 LR. JABLON: The reason FPGL would be making

14 available participation shares —Let me back up.

15 Zt is not true that they would not make any

16 "profit," or they wouldn 't be compensated at all, in the

17 sense that in constructing the plant, they would expect to

receive and would receive compensation for their equity

1g costs, which in common parlance is what we call profit.
20 They would not receive additional profit, or

additional compensation above costs. The reason or that, I
think, enures in public policy that under the Atomic Energy

23 Act there is a purpose to d isseminate the benef its of

24 nuclear power broadly. They would be selling the

partic'pation shares in consideration of a settlement
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agreement with the government, which I think is valuable to

2 them.

JUDGF. SilITH: Is it proportionally more valuable

4 to them than it is to the other participants?

5 AB. JABLON: Certainly, if the other participants

5 do not have access to nuclear power, an equal amount is
proportionally more beneficial to theme

If they own the plant and simply sell power from

9 that plant, they sell it at a regulated rate of return. which

10 only compensates them for their equity investment. In that

sense they do not make "a profit," or an additional

12 "profit."
13 Mhat they are doing, when they make available

14 capacity, is that they are giving the Cities a right to get

15 those purchases in an ownership context, rather than having
C

15 to purchase power from them

17 I would say that the fact that they are applying

18 for a license to construct, and ultimately to operate a

19 nuclear plant, that is to make use of governmentally- paid

-2O for and developed technology.

21 The fact that they are the only ballgame in town

in an antitrust sense would mean that they ought to have

23 obligations to opera+ e the place for the interest of al 1

24 participants< without any extra profits

25 JUDGE SifITH: 'ot extra profits. I am not talking
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about extra prcfits. am asking what compensation would

you suggest that they should have, if any, for extra risk?

HR. JABLON: Not for extra risk, hut we would pay

4 our share, our proportionate share of the investment and.

5 operating costs of the unit the same as they would.

They have an obligation in law, Your Honor, to

operate the plant in accordance with some reasonable

8 standard of care. The reason why we have not stated tc this

g Board that they ought to have a stricter liability standard

1p is in recognition of the fact that you are questioning.

That, is, we have 'not said. that they should be liable for
their negligent acts in all events, or that kind of thing.

13 JUDGE St4jTH: - You are going to public interest

14 now

15 HR. JABLON:
'

am trying to explain why I don 't
15 think they should get an additional profit. The reason I

use the term "additional" is because they are heing

compensated for their managerial costs in operating the

1g plant and their equity investment, it is because of these

2p factors, for the ad.ditional risk, if you want to call it
tha.t, that they are taking

22

23

JUDGE SMITH All right.
NR. JABLON: 1'n other words, I am trying to answer

24 your question as to why we should not have to pay them extra

in order for them to have a responsibility'or cperating the
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1 plant under normally acceptable standards of care.

JUDGE S iITH: I understand. that, and I was tryina
to inquire as to whether part of the argument is that the

4 public interest requires that they do it well. 'You made
I

6 that araument somewhere in your gapers

6 But now I am talking vis-a-vis the partners in the
I

plant, what justification do you have to assign a

6 disproportionate amount of risk, but only proportionate

9'enefits from the plant?

10 ÃR. JABI.ON: I would think, in answer to your

prior question, t'here is a public interest argument. I
would list a number of factors for you.

13

14

The first factor is that
JUDGE SYITH: You are going to talk about the

16 public interest in running the plant well?

16 i<R- JABLON: Yes Your Honor - I am not trying tc

17 be argumentative, I am trying to take a second to

16 understand;

19'UDGE SMITH: I would like to avoid a digression,

20 so summarize what you are going to do, but I am still tryina
to come back to the original thing, how are you going to he

materially adversely impacted upon hy the immediate

23 imp osition of th ese co nd itions-

24 Still, you are talking about an onerous condition,

and the onerous condition which you describe is one which
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onerous apparently solely in the public interest- I want to

2 talk about how it is onerous tc Florida Cities.

YiR. JABLON: You are treating the fact of the

4 Cities making a decision under these circumstances as a

5 public interest consideration. If that is the case, then

6 the only factors I have for really all of these would have

been the factors that I discussed before.

This clause is offensive to the public interest,

9 and in cumulation these clauses and the contracts clauses

10 that come out of it could impact adversely on financing if
we go into it.

12 JUDGE LAZO'r. Jablon, why don't you give a

specific example of where the interest or the needs of the

14 parties might conflict related to the construction or the

16 operation of. the plant.

16 MB. JABLON: Surely, I think this situation

17 h appened in the Midwest, and it certainly could happen in

Florida ~

19 Florida Power and Light I believe, is planning

20 the ccnstructicn of coal plants. I t has three nuclear

plants now, and this will be a fourth. During conditions of

low load availability, Florida Power and Light might decide

23 to cut back from genera tion, or sh utdown St Lucie 2, to

24 operate its coal plant becau e during periods of high load

availability it would need the coal plants, and
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understand, although I am not an engineer, that you have got

2 to keep those coal plants running at some level, or it takes

a. long t'me to bring the steam up so that they can generate

4 electricity-
5 For example, Florida Cities would not have an

8 interest in Florida Pover and Light's coal plants. I am not

suggesting that in the situation where Florida Power and

Light shutdown the nuclear plant for its operational needs,

g that it should not be able to do so. As owner of the

1p majority interest of the plant, it ought to be able to do

11 so

12 On the other hand, it might'be reasonable, under

13 such circumstances, for it to sell us some of the

14 alternative coal power at its cost, rather than Florida

15 Power and Light, having shutdown the plant in which we

18 invested, and ve ha.ving to replace the electrical enerqy

vith oil generation. It is that kind of consideration.

18

19

JUDGE SAITH- The economic con iderations.
lfR. JABLON: I can hypothesize non-economic

2p considerations, but I think they would largely bc economic,

yes, Your Honor-

22 I think that this is unlikely with regard to St.

23 Lucie 2, but it could happen, accelerating or delaying the

24 time scheduling of the plant coming on line for FPGL's

financial or other needs load 'needs, vhen ve have
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Again, am not suggesting that they cuqht net to

3 be ablo. to make that decision. But I am suggesting that HBC

4 license conditions, which point to this sole discretion, and

5 which are slightly but only very slightly ameliorated by the

6 Orlando contract, are not in the public interest.
I am suggesting that if you cumulate these things,

8 and given that PAMPA is the new entity which would have to

9 finance, that that could create problems

10 am finally suggesting that we are really making

a legal policy argument, in part, which is what you

12 criticized me foz, Judge Smith, but that you can look at

these license conditions, and you should look at them, in

14 the context that if they could one way or the other, but not

15 terribly bad, whatever I said, you would probably be

16 inclined to approve them But if I convince you that some

of these provisions are, in fact, offensive, it seems to me

that you have the authority, and should say +hat acceptance

19 of the settleme'nt license conditions under the e conditions

20 are offensive

21 JUDGE SiflTH: I understand that argument, and you

are going to have ample opportunity to talk about the public

23 interest ~ What. I am tzying to reconcile now .is, you wish to

24 preserve the right to sue Florida Power and Light if they do

2g not operate in accozdance with good utility practice, but
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you don 't give a commercial justi ication for it. You give

2 solely a public interest justi ication or it ~

MR. JABLON: No, to the extent we said that the

4 ontract provisions could impact upon the financing, that

6 would be a commercial justification.
JUDGE SMITH: But as far as the provision of good

utility practice is concerned, you agree that you don 't have

8 in itself a justification for being able to sue them with

9 the enhanced risk, without compensating them for the risk,
1O except for a public interest.

MR. JAB'LON: I was addressing myself in the

previous question to the control provisions.

13. No, Z think I responded the other way. Let 's put

it this way. I think that provision would create commercial

15 harm to us. Otherwise, I don't know how to'nswer your

question, Judge Smith-

17

18

JUDGE SM TH: Let me review once again.

Hould you concede that this provision would expose

1g Florida Power and Light to a financial risk that was not.

20 shared by the other owners of the plant'

21 MR. JABLON: Under some circumstances, yes.

22 JUDGE SMITH: And it would not be reflected in any

23 ad justment in costs, or in compen sa.tion to them fcr taking

this risk'

25 I mean, would you all chip in pro rata to an
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insurance pol'cy on it, for example?

MR- JABLON: He wculd share the cost -- Under the

3 Or" ando agreement we would snare the total cost of

4 insurance, yes. But let mc b2 candid with you, the reason

5 for the liability clause is because these things may not be

6 totally compensated for by insurance, so 'to that extent your

question is correct —that is the thrust of your question

8 is correct.

JUDGE SMITH: So.you are still arguing, then, in

1p sum, that this condition which requires them to expose

themselves to add'itional financial r'sk out ofr proportion to

their ownership, insures you only in that it may interfere
'with your financing But your main argument is that it'is

14 against the public interest to do it.
15 MR. JABLON: Yes. -Your Honor.

16 JUDGE SMITH: I we find that the public interest
is otherwise protected, let's say, for example, by the NRC,

would your argument prevail?

19 FR. JABLON: If you find that I am wrcng, my

2p argument would not prevail.

21 JUDGE SMITH: You depend very heavily, then, upon

the public i,nterest ar gument

23 MR. JABLON: Yes-

JUDGE SMI H: And you don't assert a commercial

fairness to it?
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MR- JABLON: I think there is a commercial

2 unfairness

JUDGE S;4ITH: This is what I have been unable to

4 try put I can't find what that is-
MR. JABLOH: I think there is a commercial

6 unfairness for dependent parties in competition with KRAAL

we must have them operate the plant, that is the only way we

have access —for them not to act in accordance with some

9 standard-

10 JUDGE SMITH: Mhat if the Board would say, "You

are right. You h'ave a right to expect them to perform in

12 accordance with good utility practice. However, that

additional risk you have to spay for." Mould you accept

14 tha t'?

15 Certainly you have the right to expect them to

16 perform well, but they are the only people who have any

liability for failure to do it. Are you willing to

18 compensa te them for that?

19 MR JABLOM The answer is, I don't knew I have
4

20 not consulted with my clients, and I don 't know. However,

for reasons stated. in my pleadings, I don't think there

ought to be that requirement.

23 I guess what you are asking me is, if the Board

24 vere to come down with a condition, which would place

25 burdens on the Cities without defining those burdens, what
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I would like to give you a definitive answer, but

3 the question is too ab tract for me to deal without g'ving

4 ' scme consideration, especially in viev of my primary

position that in view the government investments in the

6 technology, and what-have-you, they have an obl'gation.

I vould certainly look closely at anything the

8 Board deemed fair.
JU DGZ S i";ITH All righ t.

10 Have ve completed. the third area in -vhich you

belie ve tha t impl'ementa tion would have an adverse impact?

12 HR. JABLON Yes, except that I would like to

alert the Board that the example of cutting back on

14 operation vas simply an example. It goes to the totality of

1g the operations of the plant, and obviously there are all
16 sorts of ways in which they could act solely based on their

17 company ' interest, without taking into account other

interests

19

20

JUDGE SNITH All right
!1R. JABLON: I started to comment before on the

issue of what I call reliability and sell back.

22. tray I ask, is the Board familiar with the terms;

23 because if you are I will not define them

24 In the Orlando and Et .. Pierce settlements, and in

other partic'pation contracts, there have been recognized
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two commercial concepts. The first concept I would refer to

2 as "se'-back."
'Eery often municipal systems, or for that matter

4 rural electric co-operative systems, can inance plant

6 part" cipation at lesser financing costs than can an investcr

6 own utility, such as Florida Power and Liqht-

Therefore, i the municipal system buys mere of

6 the plant than he would have without the sell-back provision

g or, putting it another way, sells a. portion of the capacity

1p in energy from what he buys to Florida Power and L'ight,

Florida Power and'ight could receive the economic benefits

12 of that capacity in energy at less cost than had it financed

it itself There are internal Revenue standard limitations

14 on the extent to which you can do it and preserve municipal

15 bond financing.

16 By the same token, the municipals can make a

17 profit on the sale, so both sides are commercially bet ter

16 off - Depending on the characteristics of the particularly

1g deal it is advantageous to the municipals in that they can

2p grow into future capacity as load grows.

21 The concept of a reliability exchange is that,
say, as is the case here, Florida Power and Light owns St

23 Lucie 1, or three operating nuclear plants, and the Cities

24 would own an interest in the fourth. If the Cities pay for
the t entire interest at the cost of the fourth plant, which
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would be more expensive, but immediately trade that capacity

2 for interest in the other plants on a megawatt for megawatt

3 basis, they have the same =mount of capacity< but you have,

4 in ef fect, an insurance scheme among the parties which is

6 advantageous to both parties, because you are sharing the

6 risk of that unit, and all of your plants being out of

7 service at one time, or being in service at one time ~

In the Orlando and Ft. Pierce settlement

9 agreements, provision was made for those systems to have the

1O advantage of a sell-hack and. reliability exchange. As I
have said-, these have been in other license provisions.

They are not provided for in the license conditions, and

13 Florida Power and I,ight has said that they would not make it
14 available to the Cities, because. the Cities have not

16 set tied

16 I can argue the point, but essentially this ' one

of the points which has a good deal of commercial advantage

for the Cities. Me think that if it is to be made available

19 to other parties in this case, that it ought to be made

2p available here because it is discriminatory not to do so

21 Do you want me to argue the point, or should I
just go on to the next onef

23 JUDGE SKITH: Does it relate again to the adequacy

24 of the participation agreement, or does it relate tc the

adver e which might flow from the immediate imposition of
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1 the conditions?

MR. JABLON: Only to the same extent that the

3 Cities are deprived of what could be highly advantageous

4 ~ont act clauses to them, that it could impact on financing,

5 now the market views it, and it could 'mpact on the

6 decisions the Cities make.

All of these, Your Honor, ultimately impact in

8 only the same way, plus the public interest considerations

9 inherent in what we would deem a discziminatozy

10

12

JUDGE SMiTH: Mhich we are going to come back to.
MRS JAB'LON Yes.

JUDGE SMITH: 'rushy don 't you summarize the

different ways in which an onerous condition could affect

14 your financing.

15 MR. JABLON: Xn terms of the other provisions, our

16 back up, I think we are all right on it, but we are unclear

as to how and if the company would provide backup when the

18 plant is down to systems who may need it. Re may have a

1g problem, depending on what the company says.

20 Mith regard to the timing issue, which the Cities
have raised, my understanding is that FMPA has reached an

agzeement with Florida Power and Light, on it, so that is no

23 longer an issue which you have to rule on

24 Mith regard to the deposits, under the license

25 conditions, the Cities would have to make a 10 ercent
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deposit before receiving the contract. The Cities can do

2 it- I am informed the Cities can, from FYPA prac ically,
3 get the deposit.

Zy understanding also is tha if the Cities do not

5 sign, because they feel they cannot accept the contract

6 terms that may come out of arbitration, or otherwise, that

they would get the deposit returned-' would argue,

8 however, that for public interest factors, the deposit ought

9 not to be imposed.

10 Second, it would be easier, or could be Easier fcr
the Cities to fin'ance, I am informed by FHPA counsel, if the

money were escrowed, and if they received the interest

13 back. I think on this one my argument is slightly
14 different- I can't imagine any city not choosing to go into

15 the investment because of the deposit. I am informed that

16 the F";.PA can finance it.
17 The terms of the deposit could be less acod, that

is they would. have to pay higher interest rates to borrow

19 the money, it could be more difficult for them to get the

20 deposit, if they are not guaranteed return of the interest
and if the money is not escrowed.

22 I think that completes o areas where we believe

23 conditions would be appropriate I, of course, don ' mean

24 to 'mply that there aren't other areas where the license

conditions are not, in my c'ients'iew, atrociou , bu they
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1 would not have a bearing upon the immediate implementation

issue ~

JUDGE'SHITH: Then would you summarize once again,

since many of these issues are related to the ability of the

5 Cities to raise financing, how frustrating that ability has

8 an immediate adverse impact?

~H. JABLOH: Yes, Your Honor.

The way the Cities will inance their

9 participation shares, this is almo t a certainty, although a

10 city could go its separate way, is through the Florida

Hunicipal Paver A'gency, which is a joint municipal agency.

12 That agency would plan to float long-term bonds which would

be rated., of which the financing would depend upon the

14 various factors which Hall Street looks to

15 To the extent that the participation contract in

toto is less advantageous, it could have an impact, or could

17 not, on the way Mall Street looks at the bonds. Based on

18 the discussions I have had, we simply can't predict to what

19 extent Pall Street ~ould. take into account these factors.

20 I would like to be able to say more, but this is a

new agency. t has never floated. bonds before, never or a

project like this. The Cities are relatively small, say,

23 compared to even Or lan do or Jacksonvil le, and we assume tha t
24 we'an float bonds, and I think the impact, if any, would be

25 in terms of the terms which could have a definable cost
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JUDGE SMITHS'hat is irreversible?

MR. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor.

You have classified the other matter as a public

4 interest matter but I do deem it an irreversible effect to

6 have public bodies making a consideration where the result

6 of that consideration, the outcome is at risk if there are

terms which on their face are onerous or against the public

8 interest.
It is not a dollar and cents matter, but I think

10 it is a very real matter

12

JUDGE S'MITHs Mr. Bouknight.

MRS BOUKNIGHT: It seems to me, Mr. Smith, we are

down to two arguments that the Cities are making as to how

14 they are affected. adversely by the immediate

16 imp lemen ta tion-

16 The first is the question of being put to a

17 choice, and choice that they may find unpleasant. As I
mentioned to you a few minutes ago, that is a choice that

19 they don 't have now ~ It would add one add'ional choice tc

20 their range of choices, and it is di ficult to see how that

is prejudicial-

22 The financing point I think we ought to talk just

23 a 1ittie bit about just how these Cities go about

24 financing. The security for these bonds issued by the

r"lorida t".unicipal Power Agency is two things
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First, contracts from each of the member Cities

2 committing to make paymentss to FtfPA sufficient to pay all
3 o it" costs, including debt service, unconditionally, 'come

4 hell or high water," as the term used on Mall Street,

6 whether or not the plant operates', whether or not it
6 produces any electricity.

The second element of the security is a covenant

8 by each municipality that it will fix retail rates at a

9 level that is sufficient to meet all of its costs, and to

10 make all of the payments that it has to make under the FHPA

contract

12 That is the underlying security, and that is why

neither FlfPA's bond counsel, or anyone on Pall Street is

]4 going to come in here and testify that the financing for

~6 these Cities is going to be higher because of a particular
Y

~6 provision of a participation agreement-

17 I think the second thing that has to be added to

q8 that is that three weeks ago today, the City of Orlando

~9 anD FPYL closed under the participation agreement -- paid

20 Florida Power and Light that day a li,ttle more than $ 45

million, and received a 6 percent interest in St. Lucie Unit

No. 2o

23 I don't think anyone in Florida Power and Light

24 has heard any complaining by Orlando that they were

adversely affected. in the inancing by any element cf the
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1 contractual arrangement vith FPGL

It seems to me that several of the things raised

3 by 5r. Jablon go probably to the point that you asked be

4 deferred for a few moments. But a couple of statemen s that

5 vere made are troubling, and .I would like to correct them.

First, in the explanation of the reliability
7 exchange agreement between Florida Pover and Light and

8 Orlando, Ãr. Jablon indicated, I am sure inadvertently, that

9 an agreement of that sort took effect immediately upon

1O payment.

That is'ot the case in the deal betveen Florida

12 Power and Light and Orlando ~ It is the case in some deals

that ?!r. Jablon has proposed from time to time to FPGL

14 NR- JABLON: I am sorry. I did not mean to

15 characterize the particular terms of the deal All ve were

arguing was the same deal as vas offered to Ft. Pierce and

Orlando. If I misspoke myself, I apologize.

18 NR . BOUKNIGHT; It also may be of some note that

1g neither Ft. Pierce nor Orlando has indicated any interest in

2p that arrangement The settlement agreements contain an

option, the option is still open, but there have been no

expressions of interest in that arrangement to this point.

23 iIt seems that what we are hear'ng, aside from

24 those objections to immediate implementation, which Florida

28 Power and Light submits don't have any merit, are tvo
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things.
The Cities wculd like to have more They would

3 like to have provisions that are in the settlement agreement

4 with Grlando that are not in these license conditicns. It
II

is understandable that they would like to have more.

They also would like very much for this Board to,
in effect, negotiate FPGL a bit further along the track.

8 without the C'ies giving up any of their litigating
9 rights. That strikes us as terribly, terribly unfair-

10 A settlement has been struck here between FPCL and

the two governmen't parties. The Cities had an opportunity

12 to enter into that settlements. There were discussions with

13 the Cities, and FPGL and the Cities just didn 't settle.

14 It is not right now for the debate to be about

16 what more should FPEL do, w'thout the Cities giving up their

16 litiga tion rights.
MR. YYM: If I might just add to what Mr.

Bouknight has said, just tc make a rather obvious point-

19 This joint motion has been pending before the

20 Board for almost five months. It was filed on September 12,

and. we are it is now February 2nd.

22 In his initial pleading I believe Kr Jablon made

23 some ref erence to th e prob 1 ems that the license conditions

24 might present for the inancing of his clients- In

26 response, I know Florida Power and Light pointed out in its
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1 pleading> let's have some specifics, let's not just rely on

2 what a law) er is saying ~

Here it is f've months later, and the most that

4 !fr. Jablon can say is that, maybe I will, and maybe I won'

6 have some problems if the financing. That is as far as he

8 'an go. He has not made any showing whatever that

implementation of'hese conditions will present any

8 prejudice to his clients.
It seems to me that that obligation is his, and he

10 has simply has not met that burden. I think that it is

rather obvious th'at he hasn'.
12 JUDGE SHITH: Do you agreeP

'13

14

HR JABLON: No

JUDGE Sl1ITH: I am not talking about the public

18 interest. Let's talk about the financing. 0 her than the

18 financing, what injury have you shown immediate

17 implementation is going to cause?

18 HR- JABLON: Other than that, and the public

19 'nterest, or in that context, I haven'.

20 JUDGE S}LITH: I am talking injury to Florida

Cities

22 NR . JABLON: Other than those two aspects, I would

23 agree, Your Honor ~

24

25

JUDGE SNITH: All right
!fR. JABLON: You are asking the question in the
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1 context of the hypothetical you gave me before, which is a

very controlled context which talks cf two choices, when

3 there is a middle ground.

I+, for example, the Cities feel, on the one hand,

6 that due to any number of factors, the burden of litigation,
6 the lack of availability of what they consider appropriate

now, and make a decision to go into other power supply

8 options now, or not to, that has an impact.

Your hypothetical assumed that there wasn 't a

10 third ground, a third possibility to a hearing, and then

additional relief, that is, delay, but a possibility of

modification of the license conditions now

13 JUDGE SAITH: But the only thing that you have

given us that it seems to me, it would not be a

15 mod'fication, it would be a conditional modi ication- The

16 only thing that you have given me that I can identify so far

is the public interest, and whatever damage we can see with

the uncertainty of the financing.

19 ."iR. JABLON: The reason that the only thing I can

20 give is a conditional modification, is that it is the

position Florida Power and Light has placed you in, because

22 they have the legal right to withdraw the settlement.

23 However, in a real practical world, if it is the

24 sense of this Board that certain provisions are antithetical
to .he public interest under the standard they cite, there
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1 is cer ainly the possibility for good and obvious reasons

2 th..t they would choose to follow that advice.

If they did, then Cities could make decisions in

4 planning now, obviating the problems of a Hobscn's choice.

JUDGE SZITH: Me are going to come to public

6 'interest-

P.R. JABLON: I understand..

JUDGE St".ITH- You are afraid that we are going to

g forget.

10 ltR. JABLON: I nm really afraid that this
transcript can be'uoted as my having made concessions on

very important matters with regard to my clients. I am not

overly cautious

14 JUDGE SNITH 'o, you are being caref ul. I assure

16 you that, we are going to come to the public interest part of

16 it. =- Me are also going to come to the section part which is,
17 do the conditions create or maintain a situation

inconsistent, and we have some questions about that.

19

20

AIR JABLON: Thank you, Your Honor ~

JUDGE SFITH: As to the arguments that you ha.ve

made so far, does the Department of Justice have a

position.

23 HS. URBANE Our position is essentially the same

24 Florida Power and Light at this po nt. lay understanding o+

everything lfr. Jablon has said is that there are scme
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1 provisions in the license conditions, and in the

2 participation agreement with Orlando that he doesn't like-
3 Some of them, he finds worse than others ~

He is disturbed, that his clients are going to have

to nake decisions which are a combination of economic and

6 business decisions, and litigation decisions, and he dcesn 't
7 want to have to make tnose ~

1 think what we are talking about are real world

9 decisions that. you face all the time. As lfr- Bouknight

10 said, there are now more choices than there were six.months

ago, and there is'othing wrong with that.

12 l would also echo the comment on the financing.

The Department understood a while ago that we would be

14 getting some information on the problems, so we would have

15 something concrete to deal with, and. we have not seen it
16 yet .

17

18

19

This is all E have to say.

JUDGE S~ITH: Nr Dewey?

NR. DEWEY: To summarize. The only provisions

20 with the Cities are ob jecting with respect to immediate

implementation of the license conditions at this time are

the liability provision, the management control provision.

23 and the lack o a reliability and sell-back provision in the

24 license conditions, and the 10 percent deposit aspect

25 The only substantial reason, as has been discussed
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by the parties, that he objects to the immediate

2 implementation is the financing aspect. Zt is the only

3 su.stantial thing he has been able to do

T don't think he has cited., except for a

5 hypothesis that somehow or another this might adversely

6 affect the financing, anything substantial there.

I would like to point out to the Board that there

8 have been past participation agreements for nuclear

9 facilit'es with some of these same provisions, like the

10 liability that he presently objects to, and. the management

control provisions have been in these past participation

12 agreements, and. to my knowledge, at least, financing was

13, never adversely af fected.
I

14 So the record does point to the fact that contrary

15 to Ar Jablon's assertion, financing is not going to be

16 adversely affected. Just recently cited by FPCL, the

~ 17 Orlando provision, there has been no adverse kickback from

- that either, where the financing was affected..

19 T. really don 't think that, Cities has shown why

20 immediate implementation can't go ahead right now, subject

to a hearing in which the license conditions can be changed

at a later date ~

23 JUDGE SMITH: We will take a 10 minute reces

24 When we come back, we will discuss whether the conditions in

the participation agreement would themselves create or
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maintain a situation inconsistent. Then we will take up the

2 public interest aspects o+ the partic'pation agreement.

('rihereupon, at 3:00 p.m., a short recess was

4 taken.)

10

12

13

14

'15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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JUDGE Si<TTH: Mr. Jablon.

MB. JABLON: Thank you, Your Honor.

With regard. to the public interest aspects, i
4 think the mos- helpful thing I can do is to list the sources

5 of that. public interest because these spell out the factors

6 that ought to be taken into account in my judgment.

Turning to the liability clause specifically,
P

6 have set forth for your consideration that the license

9 conditions that we are talking about read in the context of

10 the Crlando agreement can be read to avoid liability by

Florida Power and.'ight to the Cities or to the other

co-owners even for intentional harm, even for gross

negligence and even where T. think counsel for FPG|. would

~4 agree that if the company did something like that if you

q5 focused on the specific that the company ought to be liable-

16 would say at the outset that we agree at least

in part with Florida Power and Light's basic premise and a

premise which was in some of your questioning to me, Judge

~9 Smith, before; that is, we are seeking to become co-owners

2O of the plant ~,

21 There is a reasonable argument that can be made

that as a co-owner, whatever the source of how we get to be

23 a co-owner, that fairly we ought to bear some of the burden

24 of error or bad management cr -- i don't know about bad

management but certainly error or negligence or call it what
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1 you will. The question is where you draw the line and

2 obviously there are a. number of places where one could draw

3 the line ~

I simply submit to you that where "'lcrida Power

5 and Tight has drawn the line is so far over to one side that

6 it does offend public policy.
As to the source of the obligation, I think first

8 of all one source to look to is the Atomic Energy Act itself
9 and the purposes leading to the Atomic Energy Act- After

10 all, whatever order you i sue will be issued pur uant to a

statutory and Congressional concern with the develcpment of

12 nuclear energy.

13 The first factor to be considered, it seems to me+

14 is that ultimately while FPCL postures itself as a company

15 which is taking risks in the language of your question f

which is developing nuclear capacity, which is making

17 'xpenditures and that what we are seeking for may be termed

18 an advantage, that ultimately FPGL is getting a license from

19 a governmental agency to use governmentally developed

20 technology-

Unlike the oil leases where companies beg millions

and tens o+ millions of dollars for leases, by and large it
23 is getting that license to use that technology without

24 making payments.

25 JUDGE SHlTH: Without paying the developmental
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1 costs.

MB. JABLC?f: To the government ~

JUDGE SMiTH: Bight. w'ell, isn't that also true

4 of the other participants?
MB. JABLO!Ic That is true, Your Honor, but 5'lcrida

Power and Light if it gets its licence with or without

7 paying developmental costs would get something very, very

8 advantageous because these licenses are both valuable to its
9 shareholders and customers and are additionally va'able to

10 it in competition. So the granting to us of access is
reflective of a public policy.

12 How, where you have got a monopoly concern, and

this would be the third source of rights, their nature of an

14 ability both to monopolize or guasi-monopolize nuclear

15 technology and specific and their just size which permits

16 them to cwn and operate a nuclear plant, assuming they have

a right to those benefi.ts unimpeded, there is an obligation

to deal.

19 How, in that context, if I may summarize three

2O sources of rights, the Atomic Energy Act the fact of public
1

development but they are benefitting from the public domain

and their status of a public interest corporation, if you

23 wil1 + effective with the public interest in the words of

24 Munn, Veel and Noi, it seems to me then that they have an

admitted responsibility of great care in operating a
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d.angerous instrumentality.
JUDGE SF~I'XH: Are you talking about danger in the

sense cf public health and sa ety?

AR ~ JABLOH: Yes, Your Honor. For example, if ycu

5 were to have another Three uile incident or worse, there

6 would be danger to the public health and safety, but of

course the net inpact cf this is that the owners, Florida

Power and Light and the Cities, migh t be sued. ~

Let 's assume that that danger came about because

1o of an action by Florida Power and Light of not training its
personnel or an a'ction of Florida Power and Light to operate

that plant unsafely for its commercial advantage. Under

these license conditions it could defend on the ground that

~4 it did. not will harm or that i't may not have trained its
operating personnel and it could defend on grounds of the

exculpation clause-

17 Zn the law where you have an agency, even where

you have an agency where you are doing something for me for

~9 my benefit, there is some standard of care. Xf I ask you to

2O take care of my bicycle for my benefit and not from your

benefit you still have some standard of care.

22 lf there were no exculpation clause, no clause

23 regarding 1 iability whatsoever, F lor ida Power and Light in

24 court or any place else could defend, based upon whatever

principles of agency and negligence and. tort 1'ability and
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1 contract liability it could conjure up.

But what FPGL is saying to this Board is that you

3 should approve a license condition under which it doesn 't
4 have to take its chances which would automatically absolve

it. I think that such license condition is offensive to

6 public policy

7 I have some cases which I have cited in a pleading

8 which you have rejected.

JUDGE SHITH'e have invited you, however, to

1O restore portions of it upon a demonstration that it was new

and necessary.

12 NR. JABLON: Okay. Well, with regard to the

13 liability clause I have cited cases showing the source of

14 the law which I would suggest suggest the standards as to

15 why it is offensive to public policy to contract from

liability in the sense which FPCL seeks to do ~ I would

request that you look at that section and at Florida Power

and Light's reply.

19 I guess what I am saying in summation is if the

2O settlement is approved FPGL will get benefits. It is asking

for approval of a settlement in an NRC imprimatur which

takes the government parties as party litigants from its
23 back which practical ly is valuable so FPCL so feels.

24 Under the Orlando contract which it says it will
give to the other parties it makes itself the sole agent for
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any participant in operating the plant even to the po'nt of

2 contacts with the NRC and even saying that the Cities, if
they thought FPCL were doing something wrona in the

4 operation of the plant, can 't go to the NRC as cwner and

6 protest about it.
\

6 As I say, FPCL is entitled to control of the

7 operation of the plant. We can 't do it. But I think there

is some level of responsibility considering its source of

9 rights and for the reasons stated in the cases that the

10 complete absolving from liability is offensive to public

policy+

12 JUDGE St4ITHs Is it that the participation
agreement would foreclose other owners of the plant from

14 bringing to the attention of the NRC issues of public health

16 and sa ety?

16

17

18

HR. JABLON: It could be read as
such'UDGE

SZITH: Is that your intention?

NR. BOUKNIGHT: No, sir, and I don't think it
19 could. be read as such-

20

21

i",R. JABLON: Well tha t is good

JUDGE SHITHs Well can it be clarified that that

is. not the case?

23 dR. BOUKNIGHT: Yes, sir. I think .it is clear in

24 the agreement. All the agreement says is that the

26 partic'pant cannot invoke its status as an owner to apply
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1 for an amendment to the license with the Commission

You may recall that some two or three years ago a

3 position was taken by several parties in one'roceeding

4 bef ore this Commission that any participant can simply come

5 in and. propose license conditions applying to another

6 participant as an applicant just as if it were the applicant

7 in the project Me intend for Florida Power and Light to

8 deal with the NRC as the applicant and as the licensee.

To the extent that the Cities know of anything

10 that offends the public health and safety, they are

certainly not foreclosed from bringing it to the attention

of the NRC as any other citizen could.

13 JUDGE SMITH: And use the information aathered as

14 co-owners for that, purpose?

15

16

17

KR. BOUKNIGHT4 Yes, sir.
MR. JABLON: That is helpful, Your Honor.

JUDGE SMITH: Does that alleviate your concern

along that line, I mean the public interest concerns

19 MR ~ JABLON: It alleviates my concern alcng the

pa specific line of our not being to compla'n to the NRC. It
does not alleviate my concern with regard to the liability
clause because ultimately you still have a proposition that

23 the operative of the unit can do purposef ul acts which

24 directly cause great harm and subject the Cities and their
T

ratepayers to great harm with it taking no responsibility
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vis-a-vis the Cities for those acts ~

2 Now, with regard to the commercial context, Your

Honor, there is no question, setting aside whether we can

4 prove a situation is consistent or not because I agree that

5 is not the standard, but there is no question that the cffer

6 of participation and the request for license conditions to

the NRC does come about in'he context of a Congressionally

8 perceived concern that larger entities practically would be

g able to construct and operate nuclear plants. and smaller

i0 ones might be injured if they do not get injured

competitively and'or that matter economically if they

12 cannot get access. Ho that the commercial deal has that

33 context

14 The Cities may well perceive that if FPGL is into

18 nuclear power that they have no commercial choice if they

~8 are going to continue to exist as independent entities but

to invest in the plant. Obviously, as we have discussed

before, they have choices. They can s'mply not do it, but

19 that does not make the choice a practical choice.

20 The case law in terms of objecting to exculpatory

clauses of one kind or another talks about precisely this
kind of situation where one side of an equation has a

23 natural leverage- I think that you can wel 1 find here that

24 this is precisely the kind of situation that was meant.

25 think also the company and so some extent the
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government, al hough the government has stipulated that it
2 would support the license conditions without changes, but

3 certainly the company is taking the position that, well, ycu

4 take the settlement agreement as you find it, that the

5 settlement agreement provides for certain rights, and it
5 does, there is no gainsay in that, and that therefore why

ought there to be
morc'ut

there is one "but" to that proposition. The

g 'ompany is asking this Board's imprimatur on this and it
1p agrees that you have a public i,nterest review function.

Mhen they get a government imprimatur on something not only

may it have value, the seal of approval if you will, but you

ineluctably involve yourself in the process in asserting

14 that something is all right

15 Under the Scenic Hudson case I would submit that

even though this is an approval of a settlement you can

stand back from the fray. Mhat we are talking of here is in

one sense ancillary . It is a contract provision for

19 participation which FPGL for its own reasons has decided tc

2O give. It is before an agency which has determined that

there are certain responsibilities which are non-deligable

under your statute I think in that context there is an

23 obligation and an ability to rule on the liabilitv component

24 of the license conditions

25 I have no more on that.
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JUDGE SMITH: is that your entire argument on

2 public interest?
MR ~ JABLON: Pith regard to the liability clause,

4 yos ~

JUDGE SHITH: Aren't you asking the Beard to walk

6 a very fine line as far as your case is concerned? You want

us to ind"that the public interest requires some conditions

to the approval but you don't want us to find that the

g public interest requires rejecting the settlement cut of

1O hand.

MR. JABLON: That is the line I am asking you to

walk for the following reason, that the parties have reached

a settlement agreement and the settlement agreement provides

14 for certain benefits and if the offensive portions can be

15 cured then there is no reason to reject the settlement

16 agreement.

17 JUDGE SMITH: 'Let's pin you down to this, too.

Let's say that we simply look at it and we say that we don'

1g know how to do it, we don 't know how to write up a

2O participation agreement, we have no evidentiary record and

we are going to have to say yes or no. Of course, I think

you have made it clear that you want us to say yes rather

23 than let the settlemen t fai 1

24 MR- JABLON: Is there a question?

25 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. You see, before you agreed
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that if the Board could not find that the public interest is

2 affected adversely by the settlement agreement then we

3 should impose the conditions. Now the question is slightly
4 different. Mhat if we come to th'e conclusion that we don'

5 know, that we don 't know how to modify, we have no

5 evidentiary record, we have no expert witnesses and we have

no basis upon which to meddle with the contract, with the

partic'pation agreement. Then what do we do?

NR. JABLON: Let me suggest as follows. If you

10 would reverse your prior ruling and take a look at our

supplemental pleading and Florida Power and Light's response

we have presented to you legal reasons and cases both with

regard to your obligation as we perceive it and the reasons

14 why the provision as it stands is offensive under the law ~

15 If after reviewing those materials, obviously if
16 you disagree as to vour rI sponsibility you will rule against

us, but assuming you agree as to your responsibility but

disagree that we have presented enough to you at this time

1g so that you can make a finding in our favor, I might quarrel

20 for the basis for the finding but then I would have to take

the position that you should not adopt the condition we have

requested at this time

23 I don't mean to be impertinent If I can qualify

24 my getting You off the hock this much I would like to do

.so. I think other agencies have faced. similar problems,
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1 this is,not a new problem, where an applicant for one thing

2 or another sa rs to the agency well, you must take this

3 course or we will withdraw the benefit. I would hope and

4 assume, in fact I know, that ycu would look sericusly at the

arguments we have presented But, yes, after looking

6 seriously at them if you find, that, we have not made a case

for a public interest condition, then my recommendation to

8 you is to approve the settlement without that condition .
I

JUDGE SNITH: And you would not ask for an interim

1p evidentiary hearing on modifications?

NR JAB'LON: The answer is we. would like that, but

in my judgment you have enough before you to make the ruling
now. Me are going to propose to you in Phase 3 procedures

14 which I think could resolve the whole matter between the

1g Florida Cities and. FPGI much more expeditiously than I think

has been contemplated.

17 Yes, we think this is the kind of matter which

could be expeditiously decided and we could have hearings

19 restricted, you know, to this one issue. Me have presented

2O to you materials, Your Honor, and cases which we think are

determinative.

22 JUDGE SHITH: If we disagree or if we cannot find,

23 based upon the pa per s yo u submit, that the conditions are

contrary to the public interest, then it is your position

that w-- should. implement the conditions?
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AIR ~ JABLON: Let me put it this way. If there

2 were a narrow factual basis which you elt ought to be

3 deterined, in other words, if you determined that in general

4 we have raised a good public interest claim bu there is a

6 narro~ actual matter which you just don't know about, I
6 would think that you could set that for a narrow hearing.

JUDGE SHITH Is that a condition on your part? I
8 am trying to pin you down. I started the question and I
9 just want to pin you dcwn as to what your position is.

10 ~ HR. JABLON: I guess what is giving me pause is I
am not in the position to set "conditions-" You have before

you a motion by the government and FPGL to approve a

13 settlement ~ vou had a response by the Cities, which can be

14 treated as a motion, to accept it sub ject to certain

1g conditions. represent real live clients who are hurting

16 for want of access and want the opportunity for access ~

17 I do not want to recommend to this Board delayed

procedures of the kind that would make this settlement into

19 a non-settlement. I think if there is a narrow factual

g0 issue would request a hearing. But if Florida Power and

Light would say that they would withdraw the settlement

under those circumstances, and if you made the determinaticn

23 tha t you can ' order the condition based upon what is bef ore

24 you then on behalf of my clients I would have to say

implement the settlement.
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JUDGE SMITH There is another problem, too, and

2 that i say that we did have some doubts about wh~ther the

3 public interest arguments should apply and we don 't think

4 that we can decide without something else and we just don'

5 have time to do it for a long time. As you know, the

6 Commission boards are faced now with a lot of litigation
that immediately affects the public health and safety and we

all have a busy schedule. Your position there would be you

9 don 't want delay.

10 HB. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor.

I am faced. with a practical problem, my clients
are- The settlement has 'been entered into between Florida

Power and Light and the government presumably because the

14 government believes that the overall settlement is in the

1g public interest and these things have been bargained fcr

16 As they say, there must have been concessions on both

17 sides The Cities believe that there are aspects of the

18 settlement which are both offensive and that there are

19 matters of policy of a nature that can be cured

20 expeditiously.

21 I am not saying nor I have said to you nor do the

Cities say to you that we don't want a result or we want to

23 drag things out ~ How, what I am trying to respond is a

24 various range of hypotheticals in your mind as to what can

2g happen and it is very difficult for me.
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In any event, I think the types of questions I
2 have raised to you are the kinds of things which truly are a

3 matter of public policy- The standards enure in the Act and

4 all I can do is beg you to spend some time to focus on them

6 because I think they are important.~

JUDGE SMITH: I think you have made your point

there.
'IR. JABLON: Okay. Mith regard to the other

9 questions, the control question again, I think it is

10 reasonable if under the Atomic Energy Act, the standards of

the Atomic Energy'ct for reasons I have stated in the

i2 pleading, that the operator of the plant would have to give

some consideration to the needs of the other parties. The

~4 suggested. language we have put before you is almost a matter

of common sense You will note it is qualified with words

~g like "reasonable." Me are not asking for anything

$ 7 absolute The standards would be more or less the same and

there is no sense making a reargument.
/

19 JUDGE SMITH: That public interest argument is
20 that the public interest segment that you identify is the

public interest represented by Florida Cities, a broader

public interest for health and, sa fety?

23 ÃR JABLONc I think that almost as a matter- of

24 definition when you give a, utility the sole d'cretion
25 JUDGE SMITH They don't have the sole
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1 discretion. Tl ey have NRC investigators crawling all over

2 the place telling them how to run the place.

MR. JABLON: No, I am talking about the control

4 provisions in terms of commerical operations of the plant.

6 In other vords, under what circumstances can they cancel the

8 plant and under what circumstances can they shut down the

7 plant because they have a coal unit
JUDGE SMITH: Sc you are not talking about health

9 and safety decisions'P

10 MR. JABLON: I think these are more economic, Your

Honor-

12 JUDGE SMITH: So the public interest segment that

you are identifying then is that represented by the Florida

14 Cities?

15 MR. JABLON: No, I think there is a broader public

18 interest to competition, if you vill-
17 JUDGE SMITH: All right-
18 MR. JABLON: Pith regard to the reliability and

19 sell-back provisions a different type of public interest is

20 raised, that is a different concern, and that i the concern

vith regard to what I will call discrimination

22 FPGL has said that you ought not to condition the

settlement on the Cities having an opportunity for equal

24 treatment with Orlando and Fort Pierce on three grcunds.

25 First, their theme that af ter all this is a settlement and
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1 the Cities have not settled and therefore you take a

2 settlement as you find it, and that we are not entitled to

3 more benefits because why should our portion of the deal or

4 the portion of the deal applicable to us be improved. by the

coercion of government order.

The second claim they have raised is that these

7 commercial arrangements are. unrelated to participation.
The third claim they have raised is that

g discrimination is not an antitrust concept.

10 Let me say one other thing on this. Florida Power

and Light makes ax encompassing point and they have made it
12 in the reply pleading to our pleading, but they do make an

encompassing point . Their point really comes to that

14 Orlando and, Fort Pierce,.have given it an antitrust release

15 if you really get down to the guts of-what they are

16 sayings So that Orlando and Fort Pierce have given Florida

Power and Light more They have, given them something which

18 the Cities are not willing or at least. have not been willing

19 to give Florida Power and Light.

20 The implication is, although it is not stated and

FPCL reserves its rights cn it, that if Florida Cities would

give Florida. Power and Light an antitrust release that they,

23 too, could get these things ~

24 There are two problems with that First is this
agency. The Cities are here because the Commission has

granted us intervention upon a finding that the public
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interest varranted that intervention and indeed upon your

2 finding and the other members o the then constituted board,

3 Judge Smith, that the publ.' interest in Florida varran ted

4 'it-
If Florida Cities can be impeded from obtaining

effectively equal contract terms because they refuse to

waive their rights to complain to this Board, which is
8 effectively what an antitrust release does, then I think

g that that is offensive to the public interest-

10 Further an ant'trust release vould dc something

~ 11 else- Florida Ci'ties or some of them have brought suit
against Florida Power and Light in the District Court. As

you vill recall,. the Florida Cities have stated to this

14 Commission that they believe they have access rights to

15 FPCL's operati.ng plants

16 Florida Pover and Light argued that they had

rights+ the Cities, to go to court but that the NRC does not

have jurisdiction over the matter.

- 19 It seems.to me blatantly against the public

20 interest to say to the Cities that if they want equal

commercial terms that they must effectively settle their
cases with the companies in a context of determination of

23 antitrust m at ters sub ject to this Board or the court '

24 jurisdiction.
25 Now let me draw a distinction for you. I have
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absolutely no doubt that Orlando or Fort Pierce or any of

2 the cities can settle with Florida Power and Light, sign an

3 antitrust release and that Florida Power and Light cou" d

4 give a cash consideration- An antitrust release is valuable ~

Mhere I draw the line is vhere the consideration

for the antitrust release is an integral part of the

commercial terms under vhich this transf erred nuclear

8 capacity is being contracted. If you don't draw the line

9 there you are saying that it is okay for FPCL, which

10 practically is the only one apart from Florida Power and

Light vho can build. these plants, it is okay for FPCL to use

12 its leverage by dent of having ovnership of the plants to

exact less, favorable terms.

14 The source of that,. the source of the principle

16 that there should not be discrimination comes from two

16 sources. The first source, and I think you can look to

this, is utility law. A utility lav has long held that

utilities cannot unreasonably discriminate, and. I have got

19 cases cited on it.
20 JUDGE SNITH The Federal Power Commission Act is

not listed in 105. Now, you have the Clayton Act and the

Federal Trade Commission Act which would address

23 discrimination vh ere it has competitive e ffects, .but the

24 Federal Pover Commission Act is not one of those antitrust

26 lavs that vere listed in Section 105.
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YR. JABLON: I would say it is encompassed in the

public interest test, Your Honor But if it were not< if it.

3 were not, it is an antitrust test, too. Mhat Otter Tail was

4 all about, the Consumers Power Company case, is that a large

5 utility which controls essential resources cannot use that

6 control in a discriminatory manner. Consumers Power

Company, Your Honor, could not use its control of the lines

8 to say they wouldn't weild for the smaller systems but they

9 would to the larger ones

10 JUDGE SPITH: '>la that pred.icated upon a concept

of discrimination'n
Consumers'2

PR JABLON: I think certainly the Appeal Board

discussed the differences of treatment, yes, between Detroit
'I

H

14 Edison, for example I. can't cite you a page now, but I
15 think certainly the concept came up and underlies it that

Consumers Power Company wa.s treating the Cities differently
from Detroit Edison, for example.

18 AIR ~ JABLON: In the first place, doesn 't
19 discrimination -mply or require a privity between the

20 parties discriminated among?

21

22

HR. JABLON: No.

JUDGE SÃITH: Doesn 't discrimination itself
23 anticipate that there is some type of relat ionship between

24 the parties which would justify equal treatments

25 ÃR - JA BLOB: A rela tionship, yes
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2 you re er nowt

HR. JABLONs Mell, Florida Power and Light, the

4 settlement e tablishes the relationship if nothing else that

5 Florida Power and Light
JUDGE SZITH: Mhat is the relationship between

Vero Beach and Orlando, or example, that requires Vero

8 Beach under the antitrust laws to have the same terms and

9 conditions as Crlando?

10 HR. JABLON: Hell, they were all customers, Your

Honor, similarly 'situated. If FPGL can use its power to

favor one customer, as opposed to another

13 ÃR. JABLON As opposed to another, but what is

14 this "opposed" ? Describe the opposed, how you use the word

15 opposed

16 'IR ~ JABLON Say FPGL offered to sell nuclear

17 capacity to Fort Pierce but not to Vero Beach or to Vero

16 Beach but not to Fort Pierce it would be using its status as

19 being the sole controller of in this case St. Lucie to

20 advantage whichever system I said got the capacity to the

22

disadvantage of Florida Power-

JUDGE SYITH: That is what you don't go to Mhat

23 is the disadvantage'7 Now, I understand the concept o f
24 refusal to deal in antitrust but now you are going into a

discrimination concept but you don't show any privity
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1 between the parties being discriminated against or any

2 relationship that would come within the purview of the

3 antitrust lavs that I can see. You don't identify price

4 squeeze and you don't identify discrimination used as

6 against a competing potential competitor or you don'

6 describe discrimination against potentially competing

7 customers.

!fR. JABLON: Just continuing my example, Fort

9 Pierce and Yero Beach are two cities right next door to each

1O other They are interconnected and they are also

interconnected wi'th Florida Power and Light. If Florida

12 Power and Light uses its nuclear advantage to jack up Fort

Pierce's costs,. for example, or Yero Beach's and they are

14 each buying and selling powex;, people may move to either

16 Fort Pierce or Vero Beach

16 JUDGE SMITH: Do you allege that that is the case

here vith respect to the f .vorable Orlando settlement'

18 "..R. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor.

19 JUDGE SHITH: You see, this goes to the questions

2p that we had whether the settlement itself could maintain or

'create a situation that was inconsistent.

22 HR. JABLON: Iet me just suggest to you the Gamco

23 case and there, if my memory is correct, what ycu had is the

24 produce dealer, I believe, got together and rented a

building or bought into a building or owned a buildinn where
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people cculd go to get fresh ruit or whatever it was, but

2 they lef t out

JUDGE SFZ'TH: That is not a discrimination. That

4 is the contro' a vital resource type of case.

NR. JABLQN: ttIell, this is a control-of a vital
6 resource Zn other words, they are willing to dispcse of

7 this vital resource on less advantageous terms to the

nonsettling parties with regard to contract provisions which

9 are common to these kinds of agreements and. affect the

10 economics, the buying and. selling of power. Discrimination

is the other side of the coin of exercise of control

Nobody doubts if Otter Tail rather than saying we would not

13 sell said, yes, we will sell at twice the price to the

14 municipals-

15 JUDGE SMITH: So in sum you are asserting to the

16 Board then that the settlement would bring about

discrimination to the competitive disadvantage of competing

entities2

19 NR. JABLON: Yes,.Your Honor. Yes-

20 Again, I just don't want to lose sight of it Xn

all of these arrangements or buying into the plant

obviously at sometime the plant will go out of service To

23 tne larger utilities in Orlando, for example, back-up

24 arrangements are relatively less important because they tend

25 to have a large amount of generations on their own and they
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can back up the plant themselves-

The utilities for whom participation is being

3 offered have various sizes. I have no . reason to

affirmatively believe that cPCL's offer of participation

5 won'0 encompass reasonable back-up arrangements. They have

6 not said it'on', but I got scared in one of the footnotes

in their pleading. I don 't know. I simply don 't. know what

kind of arrangements are contemplated, and I am not talking

9 of the writing of the contract, but there ought to be some

1O and I would like to hear from r"PGI, just what it contemplates.

JUDGE S'IfITH: All right. We will come back to

12 that in just a moment. Before we get too far away from your

allegation that the conditions would cause discrimination

14 among competitors, is his an immediately effect that would

1g have significant competitive effects if the conditions were
4

16 implemented, or is it a circumstance which could be looked

at after a hearing to determine whether that allegation is

18 correct.

19 NR JABLOtf: It would not come into play in terms

20 of the buying and selling of power until the plant went on

line or the economic conditions took affect, and to that

extent it could be ruled upon later. But these are

23 substantial ly impor tan t enc ugh arr an gemnts that in terms o f
the types of considerations whether to buy in financing and

whe t-have-you, that knowledge of whether they were available
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and, the fact of whether they are available would be

2 important. In other words, you wouldn 't start a sell-back

3 arrangement, =or example, until the plant was on line, cr at

4 least that is not what is contemplated under the

5 Orlando/Fort Pierce agreements

6 equality of treatment.

-All we are asking for is

As I say, with regard to all of the things that I
8 have raised the same kinds of factors come into play, but I
9 think candidly you only have to rule on them once. That is

10 you could determine well, we have made a case on the

liability clause but not the control provisions, or vice

versa But the underlying legal considerations would tend

to be the same for each item and therefore,I don't want to

q4 take up your time to argue them in the context of each item

15 unless you have questions.

16 Before passing over the microphone I would like to

call just one thing to your attention and in a sense

highlight it merely to. avoid something which could be

~9 important in passing

20 In their response to our pleading Flcrida Power

and Iight made allegations against my senior partner, George

Spiegel, our our law firm that we sought delay.

23 JUDGE SHITH: Now, this is particularly what the

24 Board had in mind when we began to review the unauthorized

26 pleadings and we thought that they were extraneous.
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.'fR. JABLOH: Let me just say this. First, we deny

them. Second, if the Board i not going to consider "=PAL's

allegaticns then insofar as we are concerned there is no

4 need for the Board to consider the reply but I did not want

6 a situation with an allegation like that to go,where we

6 hadn't responded to it.
JUDGE SPITH: It was my view that the entire

discussicn about Hr Spiegel and his appearances before

9 Cities counsel occupied an awful lot of time and a lot of

1p attention Me read it all and we didn't know quite what tc

do with the information If you think it is important

enough for us to go into that and to go into the argument

and the whole bit, we will. But I think it is di.gressive

14 and. I think that you need our attention more on the

16 antitrust aspects of it.
16

17'8

19

How, do you want us to inquire into that?

HR. POUKHIGHT: Ho, sir, we don 't.
5R. JABLOH: Ho.

JUDGE S"fITH: So then by agreement of the parties

2p we can disregard. those allegations which we have

functionally done anyway because we read them to see what

22 they were about but we haven't analyzed them at all.
23

24

HR ~ JABLOH: Thank you ~

Can I make a motion to reaccept both pleadings fcr
the matters we have been talking about and I will write a
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1 letter and pinpoint the pages. I don't beli'eve there is a

2 need for the Board to rule on the other matters unless they

3 want you to.
JUDGE SiiITH: The other matters being what?

MR JABLON: Their allegations of delay against

8 the Cities-
JUDGE SMITH: The parties have just agreed that

8 the Board may disregard the entire subject matter ~

10

MR JABLON: I am satisfied.
On the public interest aspects of it I would like

to reiterate what' had said before and I don't want to be

12 disrespectful to anybody. I do recognize that the goverment

has settled . Me are asking for certain conditions X do

14 think that the government position ought to be considered at

18 least in light that they have stipulated that they would not

18 request any other conditions so that they review is at least

17 in that context.

18 JUDGE SMITH:. I think I get a message there that

19 we should look for something but I don't know what it is.
20

21

(Laughter.)

MR. JABI.ON: Me3.1, I guess what I am saying ' the

NRC staff, for example, and the government prides itself on

23 taking an 'ndependent role. In exerci sing that independen t
24 role they have entered into a'ettlement which they

25 apparently feel is a good. settlement 'Ae have a ked for
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1 certain conditions but they have stipulat,ed. in advance that

2 they will oppose any conditions. So that they considerat'on

3 they are givina is in that context ~

JUDGE SilXTH: I see. I also ~ovid expect that nc

5 government counsel, despite such a stipulation, would make a

6 misrepresentation to the Beard as to the existence or the

non-existence of a situation inconsistent from what the

8 considerations were if we had to go to a hearing. I won'

9 even insult them by asking them that.

10 HR. JABLON: I would not assume so and I am not

suggesting so

12 JUDGE S'AITH: Nr. Boukniaht.

13 ZR BOUKNIGHT: lfr Chairman, I think we have twc

14 things- The first is the public interest question and the

15 second is the allegation which was brought up in the midst

16 of that discussion that certain aspects of the settlement

may create an anticompetitive effect. I intend to respond

18 to the former and P.r. Dym to the latter.
19 As far as the public interest is concerned as we

20 see the 1egal issue that is bef ore you the question is
whether the settlement among PPCL, the Department and the

staff is a reasonable settlement of the differences between

23 them within the public in te rest .

24 As we read he Catawba case the only thing that
you have to look at to determine whether that settlement is
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in the public interest is whether it unduly prejudices or

2 disadvan ages the Cities either in the ways that have been

3 discussed earlier today or by creating some affirmative new

4 anticompetitive situation which I believe is the next topic „

5 on the agenda.

As we see it, that is all that you are looking at

7 under this public interest standard at this point. You are

8 not looking at substantive antitrust consideration which ycu

9 can't decide until you have had a hearing or until you have

10 some sort of evidentiary record before you

I think'ou are certainly not looking at questions

like 'whether certain contractual provisions violate the

public policy. of state If they do then when an effort is

~4 made to enforce those contractual provisions that is a

15 defense that is available to any party to the contract. But

the idea that an ARC/Atomic Safety and Licensing Board would

$ 7 begin considering all these cases of insurance companies

~8 imposing certain fine print clauses on citizens and deciding

qg whether under the laws of Elorida or generally in other

2O states in the United States that some aspects of this
agreement might violate that kind of public policy seems to

me to be far beyond the pale.

23 JUDGE SFfITH: Do you think it would be appropria.te

24 for us to limit our review of public policy to public policy

within the jurisdiction of the HRC or could we go further
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and say we would not contenance criminal acts if we saw them

2 in the settlement agreement?

',fR. BOUKNIGHT: Judge Smith, I don 't know the

4 answer to that. I think an agr Eement with the United States

5 Department of Justice and the NRC staff as parties to it
5 that it is unlikely to go that far ~

JUDGE SZITH: Yes, it i but we would have a

8 particular responsibility, you would say, to look at the

g public policy with respect to our jurisdiction.
10 ~.R BOUKNIGHT Yes f

JUDGE S'KITH: And then not so great a

responsibility as to public policy outside our jurisdiction.

13 ÃR. BOUKNIGHT: I think that is correct, and

14 think where you are now is that a settlement agreement has

15 been put before you before there has been any kind of

16 evidentiary record. It should be kept in mind that. this

17 Board is going to have an opportunity to conduct evidentiary

18 hearings and tc make a decision that different conditions

19 may be'n order-

20 So at this point all that is before you is does it
unduly hurt somebody to let this settlement take effect and

then for you to go ahead and exercise your jurisdiction in

23 due. course after a hearing is held As we see it, that is

24 all that is bef ore you.
'5

The issues that ~r. Jablon has been raising really
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concern two things. One of them is these cases which he

2 cited in his reply and we have no ob jection to those aspects

3 of his reply and our response 'n'leading being considered

4 by the Beard - Those cases in the liabili y area concern

5 harm to the public They don't concern the relationship

6 between co-owners to a facility.
7 The cases that concern so-called public policy

8 considerations are a line of cases that involve doctrines of

9 state law that at some point somebody who is doing something

10 with a dangerous instrumentality or someone who has the

power that an insurance company o ten has over the various

12 individual holders of policies can't go out and impose

g3 certain contractual provisions on people. That -is a

i4 question o state common law and not a question that we can

i5 see arises under the Atomic Energy Act-

16 Some of the things that have been said about the

liability and control provisions are just very, very wrong
'nd

are troubling. The problem of the liability provision

19 in this contract and in any contract for a nuclear

20 generating facility is that somebody who is 'operating that

power plant who is an employee of some utility company might

do something wrong.

23 How, Nr Jablon continually used the phrase

24 "operator" when he was talking about the operator could'o
something intentionally wrong. I don't know whether he is
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1 talking about the man vho is sitting in that control room or

whether he is talking about the Florida Pover and Light

3 Companv which employed that man ~

4 think that the participation agreement makes

5 quite clear that where an intentional violation of the

participation agreement is perpetrated with the management

7 of Florida Power and Light being implicated that there can

be liability. The hypothetical that was thrown before you a

9 vhile ago of a corporate decision to violate NBC

10 requirements for pecuniary gain, that is certainly something

vhere an argument'an he made that there is a liability
12 under this participation agreement if the management of the

13 company is involved. That is not where the problems are

14 going to come in.
15 The problems are going to come in precisely like
16 the situation that you have been dealing with for a number

17 of months nov where somebody in a control room makes some

18 decisions on the spur of the moment .vhich can end up costing

19 people several hundred millions of dollars if they prove to

2p he vrong.

21 Florida Power and Light Company is simply taking

the position that because ' is the company that employs

23 taat control room operator it shouldn 't "he taking all of the

24 risks of vhat is going to happen there-

25 |:n the control area it is clear that Florida Pover
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1 and Li;ht is required to operate this plant consistent with

2 the generally accepted utility practice. It is also true

3 th t liability doesn 't lie for a violation of that

4 commitment unless the violation was intentional and

5 implicates the management of Florida Power and Tight Company ~

I think that something that is being overlooked is
that an obligation to cperate a facility in accordance with

6 generally accepted utility practice mea.ns that if the Cities

9 are unhappy with how personnel are being trained and are

1p unhappy about operating procedures they have got a forum for

doing something a'bout it prospectively. That is quite

12 different from waiting and seeing how it works out and if it
13 doesn't work out well then suing for money damages. That is

14 an important distinction-

15 JUDGE SMITH: What is that forum?

16 NR. HOUKNIGHT: That forum is either an

arbitration or 'n court under the contract- The contract

16 contemplates that if Florida Power and Tight Company is not

19 operating the facility in accordance with generally accepted

20 utility practice the participant has remedies'. Those

remedies just don't include monetary damages after the fact
unless there is willful action. But if the participant is

23 concerned with saf ety, if it is concerned with seeing to it
24 that personnel are well trained and'hat good operatinq

25 procedures are being
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followed, the contract provides a mechanism for doing that.

JUDGE SKITH: Mill Cities have access to

3 information upon which they can seek their "rospective

4 relief2
148 ~ BOUKNIQHT! Yes, sire The agreement is pretty

5 clear on that.
So I think in summary that while it is not the

8 province of the Board at this time to decide whether these

g are the provi ions that you believe are the very best or

10 even whether after an evidentiary hearing you might find
that there is som'ething anticompetitive about any of these

12 provisions, I believe that nonetheless the description that

has been given of them is not very fair
14 I think the final thing that I would say in the

15 area of the public interest is that it is troubling for

15 Florida Power and. Light to he characterized as in the

17 position of putting an ul timatum before the Licensing

Board. The fact is that Florida Power and Light Ccmpany

19 entered into a settlement. It is the Cities over here who

20 are telling you we rejected the settlement and just flatly
didn't enter into it, we insist on our rights tc go to a

hearing and we insist on'ur rights to ask -for every bit of

23 relief that we requested in our initial pleading and the

24 settlement to the -contrary notwithstanding.

25 think it is FPCL who has made the substantial
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move towards settlement and towards trying to simplify the

2 issues that remain to be determined in this proceeding. I
3 thi nk in that posture that Florida Power and Light Company

4 is not inclined to now go into a proceeding where the

8 question will simply be can a different settlement agreement

8 be adopted at this point which would bind Florida Power and

Light Company and wouldn't bind the Cities So I don'

8 think that that is an alternative that Florida Power and

9 Light Company would be agreeable to.

10

12

I think that is about all I had to say.

JUDGE D'UGGAN: I have one question for you.

lfR. BOUKNIGHT: Yes, sir.
13 JUDGE DUGGAN: You mentioned the evidentiary

14 hearing with respect to the Department of Justice and. the

18 staff" Is it your= position that despite the stipulation

18 that Justice and staff would be able .to participate fully in

17 that particular hea ring?

18 :iR. BOUKNIGHT: I'on 't know what "fully" means -in

19 that context My understandi.ng is that the Department and

20 the staff are bound to support the license conditions. I
certainly agree with what the Chairman said a few moments

ago that the obligation to support doesn't go to the point

23 of responding untruthf ully to questions that are asked by

24 the Board.

25 Me would not contemplate that the Department of
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Justice and the NRC staff vould be putting on affirmative

cases against Florida Pover and Light Company< no, sir ~

JUDGE DUGGAN: That answers my questicn.

The other aspect. of it is that you keep mentioning

5 settlement. This was essentially a settlement betveen you

6 and th'e government with the exclusion of Florida Cities;

7 tha,t is correct, isn 't it?
NR. BOUKNIGHT: Mell, they didn't enter into the

9 settlement. They vere certainly offered this settlement.

10 JUDGE DUGGAN: They didn't enter into the

negotiations at a'll, did they?

'12 ~R. BOUKNIGHT: Mell, there vere negotiations with

the Florida Cities. There have been negotiations off and on

q4 for a long period of time with the Florida Cities. I think

~5 it is fair to say that when those negotiations stopped short

~6 o f this settlement that the Florida Cities and Florida Power

and Light were not very close together.

18 JUDGE DUGGAN: That still is essentially an

~9 agreement excluding the cities from the settlement process

20 'fR. BOUKNIGHT: No, sir, I don't think that is
fair. There vere negotiations between Florida Power and

Light Company and the Cities and a decision certainly by

23 Florida Pover and Light Company that those difference were

24 so broad they veren 't going to be narroved in the near

future.
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Florida Power and Light then vent intc

2 negotiations with the Department of Justice and the NBC

3 staff «ho advised us at the outset that before they entered

4 into any sort of an agreement they vere going to consult

5 with the Cities and they vere going to show them the entire

proposed agreement They vere going to listen to vhat they
'

had to say and they reserved the right to change their

6 position in dealing with us based on what they had to say-

Now, our understanding is that all that was done

10 over a period o months. Indeed, on one occasion the NRC

staff insisted that there be a meeting of all parties,
including Florida Power and Light Company and the Cities to

discuss these license conditions and that is before the

14 government assented to the license conditions and that

occurred

16 So I don't think exclusion i fair. I think what

is fair to say is that the Cities vere not then and are not

now prepared to settle in this ball park and this is the

19 ball park in which the other parties to the proceeding were

20 pre pa red to settle

21

22

23

JUDGE SHITH: Hs Urban

!tS - URBAN: Thank you.

If I can comment from the point of view of the

24 Department concerning participation in the proceeding. AT

25 this time the Department does not contemplate participating
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1 at all.. We vould of course be available upon request of the

2 Board to ansver questions or to take any other role, but

3 right nov ve do not contemplate putting on any case. We in

4 fact don 't even contemplate sitting through the entire set

g of hearings.

As to the negotiations, the Department felt that

having negotiations between the company, the Department and

the Cities vas not productive and we did not anticipate that

9 that form of negotiating vould lead to any settlement- We

10 therefore negotiated independently with Florida Power and

12

Light and vith the NRC staff.
We, however, remained in contact with the Cities

throughout this negotiating process and in our pleading that

14 ve filed ve set forth a list of dates and contacts that the

15 Cities had with personnel, from the Departments All of this

16 occurred prior to the settlement, being entered. into and in

17 fact input from the Cities. resulted in changes in the

Department 's position and ultimately resulted in changes in

19 the settlement agreement.

20 So that I think it would be unfair to say that the

Cities vere excluded and that they vere not given any role

in reaching the settlement.

I 23

24

Thank you.

MR. JABLON: Xt is certainly true that ve vere

2g consulted and that we had meetings vith various governmental
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1 officials. It is also equally true that we were not at the

2 bargaining sessions One never knows what would have

3 happened had we been there- 'here is a far different type

4 of process when the government settles with a company in

5 principle or almost settles or reaches tentative agreements

6 and then checks with parties of interest whether they are

all right and whether you are in the room to comment on a

8 specific matter as it comes up.

I think with regard to the decision you now have

10 before you it does place matters in context.

JUDGE D'UGGAN: It is kind. of fair to say that the

12 government will be negotiating from broad public policy with

anticompetitive considerations while .you who are

14 representing the Cities will be representing their economic

16 interests, isn't it?
16 ER- JABLON: No, I don't think st No, I don'

think that is fair. I represent governments. They are

municipal governments and they are in the power business but

19 they are governments I know the people and I can affirm to

20 this Board that they take into account the kind of factors
which you would expect government to take into account,

public interest factors.

23 I think, secondly, the fact that they are parties

24 in interest has multiple impacts. It may be that the

government being more removed from the practical impacts of
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the decisions may be more disinterested for better and for

worse and they may be less intuned to practical impacts.

JUDGE DUGGAN: I get kind of confused because you

4 seem to bounce back and forth between your clients being

governments on the one hand and being interested in a

6 practical aspect on another.

MR- JABLON: Mell, it can be both- One can do

8 both.

JUDGE S'AITH Mrs Dym

10 MR. DYM: I think Your Honor did put your finger
on the issue here'. Although Mr. Jablon seeks to lable hi,s

12 argument on the liability clause a public interest argument,

I don 't 'think it is that. It really relates to the

14 commercial relationships between his clients and Florida

1g Power and. Light That liability clause has no effect

16 whatever on FPCL's responsibilties to this Commission- It
has no effect whatever on EPGL's responsibilities to the

public- It has no effect whateve on FPGL's incentive to

19 operate the plant safely.

20 All it deals with is what the commercial relations
are between Mr- Jablon's clients as co-owners of the plant

and PPFL.

23 JUDGE DUGGAH: Aren 't there antitrust laws

24 concerning with commercial relations?

25 MR. DYM: Yes, there are and I will come to that ~
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I d.on 't think that his argument, on the liability clause at

2 all touched on anticompetitive considerations- It merely

3 was an argument that i a mistake is made in the operation

4 of the plant the only entity that should suffer is FPCL and

5 his clients shouldn't bear the risk at all. They should

6 have the benefits of the plant but not have the associated

risks. That argument is basically a commerical argument

8 Whether one accepts it or not, it doesn't seem to me to rise

9 to the dignity of public interest.

10 JUDGE DUGGAN: Cf course one of the public

interests is the protection of small competitive enterprises

12 and therefore that clause could protect the small

enterprises and hence be in the public interest as opposed

14 to a large one like FPCL.

15 NR. DYN: There is a question at least, and I
don't think there is anything before the Board that would

entitle it to rule upon this question, and that is whether

in act the entities that 'Ar. Jablon represents and Flcrida

19 Power and Iight Company are competitors., That was the

20 premise of the question and the premise of Hr. Jablon 's

argument

22 JUDGE SHEATH; Not necessarily that the Florida

23 Power and Light and its customers are competitors. I think

24 that 'Ar Jablon suggested that Florida Power and Light 's

cu-tomers are competitors among each other.
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MR. DYM: I don't think he represented that.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Tha.t was the question and that was

the answer that I thought we received.

4 MR JABLON: I vould take the position that

5 Florida Power and Light and the Cities are competitcrs and

6 in addition that in some respects the Cities. are competitors

7 with each other ~

MR. DYM: Let me deal vith that if I can. As I
9 understand Mr- Jablon's argument it is that Orlando and Fort

1p Pierce in settlements with FPCL were able to obtain certain

provisions in the'ir settlement agreements that are not

contained in the license conditions and that is

13 discriminatory and has anticompetitive implications

14 I think there are really tvo-responses to that.

15 First of all I can represent to this Board that the same

16 settlement offer that was found acceptable by Orlando vas

offered by FPCL to all of Mr. Jablon 's clients that are

18 similarly situated.

19 JUDGE DUGGAN: Including the most favored nation

2p clause .

21

22

MR. DYM: No, sir. That vas not included-

JUDGE DUGGAN: Then it is not the same?

23 ~JR. DYM: You are absolutely right. Aside from

24

25

that, the two things that he vas talking about, - the
r

sell-back and the reliability provision.
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JUDGE DUGGAb: Ho, I was asking'bout the whole

2 agreement between them ~

!4FI. Dvif: The element that iver- Jablon is

4 complaining about now were in fact not restricted to an

offer to Orlando. They were offered to all of Hr. Jablon's

8 other clients who were similarly situated. So I den't see

7 how there can be .any discrimination between Orlando and Fort

Pierce on the one hand and lfr-'ablon's other clients on the

9 other

10 JUDGE SAITH: Mell, the discrimination could arise

in this fashion Let's say that utility "A" had a very

12 large important serious cause of action against Florida

Power and, Light and utility "1" had a trivial one and you

14 offered. them both the same conditions providing that they

15 give you an antitrust release. Mell, those are not similar

18 offers to persons similarly situated. Of course, we don'

know if thatisituation prevails here.

18 NH ~ DYN: I don 't know how one can evaluate that .

19 Each city presumably evaluates its own claim differently

20 although they are represented by the same counsel. I just
fail to see how there is an element of discrimination

22 JUDGE SYITH: Also it would be interesting to try

23 to envision how the factor of favoritism, that is the

24 liability provision, can be a competitive advantage.

don 't understand how that would arise.
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NR. DYE: I don 't see how it would either. The

2 other thing 'is all of us may be missing the forest for the

3 trees. If there had been no settlement between FPCL and the

4 government parties but merely FPGL had gone along and

5. settled with Orlando and Fort Pierce would. Nr. Jablon 's

6 clients be worse off or better off? I think it is clear

they are better off.
JUDGE S)lITH: I vas hoping somebody would discuss

g this aspect of the Commission's order that I thought we

]O vould be see'ing from time to time in this discussion and

that is bearing in mind that the Commission did not adopt

12, the Licensing Board's determination that the Florida Cities

other than Orlando had their own cau e of action but the

14 Commission found that Crlando did Cnd would admit them as

intervention. Then they said that the other cities may

16 follow

17 Then the final statement was "Tn shaping the
I

timing and extent, of relief the License Board is not

19 required to ignore that the request for an antitrust hearing

20 vas very late, particularly where the requester rode the

coat-tails of another's good cause shoving."

22 Hov do ve use that factor in this case or should

23 we? Is it an appropria te factor?

24 itR. JABLOH! I don't think so, Your Honor, if 'the

question is addressed to me
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JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

MB JABLON: The questions we have raised wi h

3 regard to the conditioning here are whether there are

4 speci 'c aspects with regard to a settlement entered into by

6 the government which sufficiently offends the public

6 interest that the Board can and should rule acceptance of

7 the settlement on conditions. The factors we have raised

either do or do not offend the public interest or, as you

9 suggested, Judge Smith, maybe you can't tell at this time .

10 The Commission in granting intervention, I might

note also, was very much concerned that justice be done and

12 the public interest be looked into on a broad scale. The

Commission order of granting intervention and the oral

14 argument before the Commission enunciated concerns such as

16 the amount of capacity.

16 I remember some discussion with the Cities whether

perhaps because of their lateness the Cities might get

delayed capacity to allow FPCT. to make other arrangements

19 and this kind of thing.

20 ~
These questions are simply not before the Board at

this time. The questions before you are much more narrow.

Now, I would agree that in a 105-C5 hearing these

23 con sider ations could be ta k en into account with regard to

24 the relief aspect.

25 JUDGE SMITHS' was reading incidentally from the
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Commission's memorandum and order in this case dated June

2 21st, 197S, page 15 o the opinion.
/

HR. DYM: I must say that I do basically agree

4 with Mr. Jahlon on this question.

JUDG"- SMITH: You want?

MR. DYM- I basically agree with Mr. Jahlcn that

it is a little difficult to see what weight can be ascribed

S to that consideration in this proceeding as it now stands

g with these settlement conditions before the Board, although

1O I think it is and will be quite significant if'e gc through

a hearing on this'atter in terms of the relief that may

12 ultimately he granted.

13 One thing I neglected to say that l think should

14 he said A good deal of Mr. Jahlon's argument seems to be

15 an assertion that settlement with Orlando was somehow

16 contrary to the public interest or inadequate. I would

think that contention really should and really must he

1S disregarded by this Board..

19 The settlement with Orlando was reached after

20 arm'-length negotiations and discussions. Orlando is a

competent, sophisticated utility The fact is that there is
a strong public interest in resolving matters through the

23 sett 1 erne nt process ra ther than through the litiga ting

24 process. It seems to me that Orlando and FPGL rather than

being criticized or entering into the settlement that they
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1 did should be applauded for it.
YB. BOUKNIGHT: Judge Smith, before we get further

3 away, Judge Duggan you said something a moment ago I want to

4 clari y if I may.

The contractual provisions that provide the

6 so-called reliability exchanges and sell-backs are not in

7. the participation agreement. They are in another document,
1

8 a settlement agreement between Orlando, FPGP and Fort Pierce

9 and FPCL.

10 At the time that that settlement agreement was

entered into with'rlando I believe that the most favored

12 nation provision of that settlement agreement was available

13 to each of the cities. That contrasts with the most favored

14 nation provision of the participation agreement which we

16 indicated in our pleading was something that we were not

je committing to offer to the non-settling cities at this time.

17 JUDGE DUGGAN Then it is also fair to recognize

that Fort Pierce had other reasons for settling with you and

19 it might have been settled at less advantageous terms

20 because of that I am talking about the lawsuit

21 NH. BOUKNIGHT: There is no question but that Fort

Pierce settled. another la.wsuit at the same time that it
23 settled this with FPGL ' don ' have any basis for

24 believing that Fort Pierce. is dissatisfied or feels that in

any way it made a mistake in entering into this settlement
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2 in developing the settlement agreement for those people

JUDG= SliITH: Are we completed with the public

4 interest discussion now? Ho, we are not. Me didn't give

Justice an opportunity to comment.

HS. URBANs Ho comment-

JUDGE S'AITH All right.
Nr Dewey.

58. DEMEY . Mell, Your Honor, the only thing that

10 I wish to add at this point is that there has been

discussion pro an'd con as to whether some of these license

12 conditions are good or bad. I would just like to emphasize

to the Board that the first question that has to be

14 determined at this time is whether the license conditions

1g can attach now.

16 I believe that there hasn ' been any real

prejudice shown if they would attach Even if after a

hearing some of these license conditions are changed it
1g still Ioesn 't change the premise right now that the license

2p conditions can attach because there is no real prejudice to

Cities to have them attached

22 Now, there are some basic benefits by having the

23 lieen se con di tions a ttach right now wnich I submit are in

24 the public interest- If the license conditions can attach

immediately first the utilities can go ahead and have
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assurance of having access to St. Lucie 2. So the utilities
2 can have the other bene its that are allowed in the license

3 conditions.

Then the third thing I would like to point cut is

5 that there are Florida utilities that are benefitting from

6 the license conditions who are not intervenors in this

7 proceeding and would have maybe a stronger reason at this
point to be benef itted if the license conditions were

9 attached effective immediately.

10 The only point I wanted to point out was the main

issue to decide today is whether the license conditions

12 'should attach immediately.

13 JUDGE SYITH: That goes to another question that

14 each of the Board members had and that is those cities who

1g are listed together with their shares, how were those cities
selected and how were thei" shares arrived at and. what

municipal utilities in your service area were omitted, if
18 any? Just .fill us in. This page 8, how did we get to that?

19 NR. BOUKNIGHTs First, Judge Smith, we can

20 certainly say that there are no municipal utilities in

Florida Power and Light Company's service area who have been

omitted . There are utilities listed on this page that

23 F lo rid a Eower and Ligh t Company would take the position are

24 not in its service area. Those really consist of one group

of very small cities, the City of Orlando and the
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Gainesville-

think it is fair to say, and I don ' know that

3 elaboration would help very much, that both the NRC staff

4 and the Department of Justice were of the view that there

5 were reasons for considering Crlando and Gainesville as

8 within FPCL's service area.

As to the very small cities who are slightly
8 beyond FPGL's service areas the Department and the staff
9 also wished that these cities be included and the applicant

10 was willing primarily because the numbers involved are very,

very small.

12 JUDGE SMITH Nr Jablon, you have not raised any

13 question about the shares and the identity of the

14 participants listed on page 8.

15 NR. JABLON: Me take the position in response to

18 your question two that the settlement is anticompetitive on

its face because it reinforces the illegal territorality
18 found by the Fifth Circuit because of the exclusion of some

19 but not all cities outside of FPGL's retail service area.

g0 Ve have not asked as a condition for immediate

implementation correction of that, although we reserve our

riqhts subsequently becau e we fe' that there were benefits

Q3 to immediate implementation

24 Ne recognized tha t FP CL was raising a legal issue

as to its responsibilities and we felt that therefore the
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problem secondly.

Let me draw the distinction the cities made. Mith

4 regard, for example, whether Tallahassee should get capacity

or whether Cassindie or other cities who are outside PPCL's

8 retail service area the Board can rule separately that they

7 willa
These cities are not seriously hurt in a sense

9 that would justify holding up the settlement and granting

10 relief to those cities that get benefit from immediate

implementation. 'I note the cities can sell capacity among

12 themselves or capacity rights.
13 The issues we raised like the liability clause

14 were those where we deemed decisions. had to be made now

15 which would be adversely impacted, but I don't mean to imply

18 that we don't think that the settlement is anticompetitive

on its face because of the limitations of coverage

18 JUDGE SMITH: Are there any intervenors surviving

19 who are not on this list, intervening cities?

20 8R. JABLON: Yes.

21 JUDGE SHITH: i/ho are they? Incidentally one

reason why we don 't know some of these answers is that the

23 m ap that is attached to the settlement, our copy is not very

24 good ~

25 l~R EOUKNIGHT: Let us undertake to provide you
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1 with a large copy of this map that is in good shape One

2 problem, Judge Smith, as T think you can see from even

3 looking at the map in its present form, is that Florida

4 Power and Light Company's service area is shaped in a rather

5 irregular fashion.

Therefore when we, the Department and the staff
7 began discussing exactly where that service area estended we

8 concluded that we could. do it as effectively by centering in

9 on who vas included and vho wasn't than on drawing this any

10 more precisely than it is nov drawn.

'.IR. JAB'LON: The following cities are named, Your

12 Honor, vho do not get capacity entitlements und.er the

settlement. The Sebring Utilities Commission, Alachua,

14 Bartov, Fort Head, Hount Dora, Newberry, Saint Cloud,

18 Tallahassee and those cities who may be relying on the

18 Florida Municipal Utilities Association, the membership

organization for entitlements

18 ifR- BOUKHIGHT: Hr. Chairman, I think it is fair
19 to say that each of the cities which Hr ~ Jablon has, named is

gp either a vholesale customer of the Florida Power Corporation

or in the case of Tallahassee is a large self-sufficient
system located in the Florida Pover Corporation's system

23 JUDGE DUGGAN: Just for curiosity is there still
g4 that 'imit that you do not sell to the Florida Power

Company's customers?
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MR. BOUKNIGHT: Judge Duggan, the tariff on file
2 at the FERC zequires FFCL to serve in the area where the

3 company provides service ~

JUDGE DUGGAN: I was asking that as a practical

5 question because that came out in the Gainesville case-

MR - BOUKNIGHT: Yes, sir, as a practical matter

7 FPE,L with its tariff has not extended service to people

outside of FPCL's service territory. I would stress that

9 that is not pursuant to any agreement between FPCL and any

1p other utility-
JUDGE D'UGGAN: It could he called conscious

12 parallelism .

13 (Laughter-)

14

15

MR. EOUKÃIGHT: Me like to think it could not.

JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Jablon, we will depend upon you

very heavily to point out any anticompetitive effects, not

inadequacies but affirmative anticompetitive effects the

conditions would have-

19 MR. JABION: Yes, Your Honor. The Board

2p apparently wants me to do it that way and I shall do it that

way o

22 JUDGE SMITH: Me had many questions hut we are

23 runnina out o f time-

24 MR. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor ~ Let me zespond to

your question as you asked it, although it is not exactly
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1 hov I had planned to go forward ~

First, I am just going to hit the big ones. There

3 are a lot of wrinkles we object to.
Can I give a summary paragraph and then answer

6 your question because it vill put vhat I say in context?

JUDGE SHISH: Yes.

NR. JABLON:. Me believe that there is a situation

inconsistent with the antitrust laws which can be

9 established as a matter of law under the Board's standards

10 or in the nature of a summary judgment. Let me explain vhat

I mean by that-

12 For example, the Gainesville case has determined

that FPE.L ha'd entered into a territorial agreement vhich

14 restricted wholesale power supply which ve submit would

16 compel a finding by this'oard as to a situation

16 inconsistent.

17 Opinion 57 of the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission reviewed FPCL''s practices with regard to dealings

19 as among other utilities and made certain findings with

20 regard to those practices that there were refusals to deal

and held that a proposed change in Florida Power and Light's
tariff to restrict vholesale power service availability

23 violated Section 205 and 206 of the Federal Power Act

24 The company went back to the Commission and asked

26 them to say that they were not ruling on the basis of any
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2 stated that they had ruled a violation of the Federal Power

3 Act principally on account of the anticompetitive effects.

4 You have in addition acquisition of a newspaper

6 article, for example, seeking to acquire Vero Beach.

JUDGE SHITH- Yes, we have seen that. I will take

7 as a basis .or your question your view of the situation

8 inconsistent
/

9 NR. JABLOH: Okay. Now, the reason I wanted to

1p put them in context is if we 'are correct, and this goes to

the procedures, then you can have a type of summary

proceedings to rule.

13 Nov, with regard to the license conditions

14 the'mselves, ve submit that whatever else the license

15 conditions are they are evidence of what FPGL is willing to

16 do and FPGL is not willing to do

17 The license conditions provide for no relief in

18 the ma jor areas of nuclear capa.city or transmission beyond

19 Florida Power and Light's retail area for wholesale power.

2p But that actually is not strictly true. It does provide for

relief for Orlando which had always been considered in

Florida Pover's area or certainly not in Florida Power and

23 Light 's .. It provides relief for Gainesvill e ~ It provides

24 relief for Lake Helen, a small wholesale purchaser of

gg Florida Pover and Light; which incidentally was mentioned by
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name in the Gainesville decision.

So what is compelled to be asked is by what

3 conceivable standard there is relief for Gainesville but not

4 Ala chua and Newberry, two small systems?

JUDGE SifITH; So you are going to use the

8 settlement as evidence'f a ref usal to deal with some

ent ities?

L4R. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor. I think it is there

9 on the face-

10 JUDGE SMITH: All right ~ That is evidence

compared. with an 'anticompetitive effect and compared with

adequacy.

13 HR- JABLON: In terms of the anticompetitive

14 effect and compared with adequacy the Fifth Circuit found

15 JUDGE SAITH: I don't want to hear about adequacy

NR. JABLON: I am sorry What do you want to hear

17 about?

18 JUDGE SAITH: I want to know what affirmative

19 anticompetitive effect the imposition of this condition will
20 have< not where it is inadequate 'rfe will talk about where

it is inadequate some other day, but today is if
these'ondi,tions

are imposed how will it create or exacerbate a

23 situation inconsistent?

24 "i'ABLCN: It will deprive some of the cities in

Florida Fower Corporation's area of access to St- Lucie 2
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JUDGE St';1TH: Anything else?

HR. JABLON: --- therebv raising their costs and

3 thereby making it more di:ficult for them to compete.

Furthermore, to the extent that relief is denied

5 and to the extent that the license conditions do not provide

for a statewide access to transmission on a uniform basis it
7 makes it more difficult for the cities to compete in

constructing an operating plant

JUDGE SMITH: You see what happens to my mental

1p process is when I ask you not to talk about adequacy and I
hear answers with'eem to me to be:.talking about adequacy

then I think I don 't understand the answer.

13 NR. JABLONs I misunderstood the question. You

14 are asking in terms of effect?

15 JUDGE S<~ITH: Yes. I want to know how would these

16 license conditions, together with the participation
agreement, create or exacerbate the situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws as you allege it to be?

19 HR. JABLON: To the extent that they do not cure

2p the question of territorality and the cities can 't get it
any other way, obviously they leave the cities in an adverse

position .

23

24

JUDGE S'.lITH: Adverse to what?

NR. JABLON: Adverse to in competition with EPGL.

FPCL, Tampa and Florida Power, Your Honor have formed what
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I

is essentially that they have arrangements among themselves

2 on a statewide basis. To the extent that you impose license

3 conditions which do not provide fcr transmission for the

4 cities on a statewide basis, that is to the extent you leave

5 the situation as you find it, I suppose the license

6 conditions don't create a new effect, but they allow to

continue an adverse competitive effect

10

JUDGE SffITH: All right, that is maintain one-

ifR. JABLON: Yes.

JUDGE SifITH: The question was create or

exacerbate.

12 ÃR. JABLON: Mell, I suppose in and of themselves

with one exception, =which I will come to, or two exceptions

in and. of themselves the license- conditions can 't create an

15 adverse effect in and of themselves, but they can represent

Florida Power and Light's positions because the license

conditions under law only grant rights in the sense They

only say to Florida Power and Light you must do "X".

1g Florida Power and Light can do these things independently,

20 but to the extent that they represent a positicn of FPCL or

to the extent actions are taken or not taken in light of

them those have effects ~

23 The most immediate impact is the license

24 conditions provide for resell restrictions on the part of

the wholesale power. ":or example, the license conditicns
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1 say that if an entity buys into St. Lucie 2 or if an entity

2 gets transmission power transmitted in that that entity's
3 right to wholesale power under the license conditions may be

4 red uced ~

lf in fact FPGL acts that way, it doesn't have to,

6 but if in fact EPGL can act that way that creates an

anticompetitive effect.
8 Hut |: would agree with you that since the license

9 conditions. only in effect create obligations on the part of

10 the company to do something which conceivably it is not

doing now, only t'o the extent that they are discriminatory

12 and this injures some cities in competition or leaves the

situation where it is, only to that extent would they have

14 an adverse impact That is why we do not ob ject tc

15 immediately implementation on those grounds.

JUDGE SMITH We have spent the early part of this
afternoon talking about the relief that the cities would be

free to seek even with the settlement in place and they

1g could address. the inadequacies of it.
20 Right now to summarize, the only anticompetitive

effect affirmatively caused by the settlement agreement and

the license conditions might be to favor one competitor over

23 another; is that a fair statement o f your position?

24

25

N R. JABLON: Yes-

JUDGE SLITH: You have restraints on resale- Did
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those sales contracts exist bef ore?

HR ~ JABLGN: Yes.

JUDGE S IITH: Now, are these new restraints?

HR. JABLON: Excuse me. I am sorry. For example,

5 the wholesale power restraint, I would take the positicn

6 that they would not be legal now and they would be contrary

to the ccmpany's tariff on file with the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission but they represent an apparent policy

9 of the company as to what it wants to do-

10 I may have answered "Yes" to your question too

quickly- Apart f'rom the condition which we talked about

this morning with regard to the list l have just given you,

for example,. the capacity or transmission rights are not

14 provided for what I will call the outside cities, to the

15 extent that those represent a policy determination and are

16 in recognition of a policy determination of what FPGL is
willing to do it affects planning..

18 The NRC license conditions does not create a new

19 limitation, and to that extent I would agree with the thrust

20 of your question that the NRC license condition in and of

itself recognizes harm but does not create it apart from

discrimination.

23

24

, 25

JUDGE SMITH- Apart from discrimination-

!1R- JABLON- Apart from discrimination.

JUDGE S3ITH: Ance discrimination, as we talked
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2 settlement and can be addressed later? The discrimination

3 is not so immediate and so severe and so damaging that that

4 in itself creates a situation more anticompetitive than if
6 the agreement was not in effect?

6 NR JABLON: Let me put it this way- The Cities

support immediate implementation without conditioning as to

those latter matters I just men ti.oned.

10

JUDGE SHITH All right.
lIR. JABLON: Judge Smitli, what I would like to

suggest, and that's what I was trying to move into, and I
I

am not sure I fully understood. the thrust of what the Board

wanted, there are obviously differences between the company

14 and the cities which are wide differences I would hope

15 they can be settled and I am not trying to imply they can 't
16 be settled but there are differences.

17 Vie submit to you, for whatever reasons, and I am

happy to go into the reasons, but we submit to you that we

1g could file a pleading to you demonstrating that as a matter

20 of law a situation inconsistent exists in accordance with

your statutory standards.

22 As you can see from the settlement that has been

23 filed with you there are certain issues which fly out ~ Does

24 FPGL have an obligation to cities outside of its service

area or doesn't it? Differences on these guestions must
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have impacted on relief. Do they have an obligation with

2 rega.rd to the sale of capacity f rom their operating units cr

8 not?

Nhat I would like to propose to the Board and I am

5 really summarizing what is a much longer argument is that

the cities have an opportunity to present to the Board the

7 materials based upon which we believe you can find a

8 situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws now or at

9 least that there is likely a situation inconsistent, that

1O Florida Power and Li'ght can respond to that pleading raising

any factual issue's which they believe must be addressed in

12 hearing or reasons why the material we submit to you are not

determinative and that the Board at that time at'east
14 consider with the issues thus narrowed a limited hearing in

15 the nature of the types of hearings that there have been

18 before the Federal Energy Reguatory Commission so that we

can get rulings on these questions within six months.

18 JUDGE SHITH: Xou mean hold up the settlement?

19 5R JABLON: No Implement the settlement. But

20 it is very important to the cities, and Florida Power and

Light has alleged it is important to Florida Power and Light

now tc have delay

23 I am asserting to you that based upon the

24 information we have now, which is what I call top-copy

documents, an offer to acquire another system, you know, the
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offer speaks for itself, a court or agency ruling, that you

2 have enough to make rulings and then the question would

3 merely be the scope of relief. I am suggesting those future

4 procedures.

JUDGE S: ITH: Mell, we did note that we would ask

6 for suggestions on how we address the inadequacies perceived

by the cities.
Do you like that proposal?

MR . POUKNIGHT; I am not sure that I fully
1p comprehend it.

JUDGE SMITH: I don't know if we have time to

12 resolve it this evening.

13, MR. DYMz Mell, we will respond to whatever motion

14 Mr. Jablon may file The thing that troubles me, though, is
15 what he is really asking for is a six-month delay to follow

16 the procedure that he suggests. Meanwhile the parties just
sit where they are now in terms of preparing for a hearing

in this matter. 1 don 't see the reason for that delay.

19 JUDGE SMITH But he is saying, however, implement

2p the settlement.

21 MR. DYM: Oh, I agree with that completely. Me

can implement the settlement.

23 JUDGE SMITH Then the delay vill be at the

24 expense, it seems to me,. of the intervenors, any such delay.

25 MR DYM: Me would like to move forward though.
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1 'rfe have some interrogatories that are outstanding and we

2 would like Hr. Jablon to respond to and he has some

interrogatories that we can respond to

HP. ~ JABLON: I would like to be as candid as I can

be. Ihe problem for clients such is mv problem is a very

8 practical problem. They are litigating against one of the

7 largest companies in the country and in this context size

matters If we are right that there is the material on

9 which you can find a situation inconsistent now we save time

10 and we save money.

I don''now the Board.'s history. I am trial
lawyer. I represent these cities., If litigation becomes

costly and drawn out enough Florida Power and Light can

14 win- I am proposing procedures where I think as a matter of

18 law we are right and they can be determined If we are

18 wrong, if the I?Oard that we have nothing to it obviously it
wi'll affect our settlement and our litigating posture.

18 JUDGE SlfITH: This is a problem, t!r. Jablon. The

19 Board members simply don't have time to suspend our other

20 proceedings to give the type of consideration and the type

of study that you are asking for as far as going orward on

the merits or looking at the merits of it-
23 What you want, as I understand it, is a

24 preliminary ruling as to do we ag ee with your concept of

the scope of he proceeding on the situation inconsistent,
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and then after we rule upon that then you decide whether you

2 want to oppose the settlement-

HR. QABLON: No - ~ale are saying implement the

4 settlement. This is future proceedings with conditions, but

this is in terms of future proceedings. Ne are saying

6 either order the conditions or don't order the conditions

7 but rule on the settlement as a separate matter . That

leaves the posture that Florida Power and Light and the

9 Cities still have a dispute and there is still a case.

10 he are saying that we believe the case is ripe for
summary determina'tion. For example, there is the

Gainesville decision. I can't imagine this Board not

finding a situation inconsistent based upon the

14 territorality of the Gainesville decision- It is a legal

15 question as to what equitable effect you should give tc the

~6 Gainesville decision

17 If you agree with the Cities that based upon what

they present to you you can rule now that there should be a

~9 summary judgment, or if you don 't like that term a summary

20 disposition, and then the only question would be with regard

to relief.
22 Now, what we would like to be able to either

23 con tinue this pre hea ring conf e rence rela tively quick 1 y to

24 discuss the scheduling matter or to have us file a

procedural pleading but to have some means whereby without
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two, three or four years of additional litigation that we

2 can get disposition where we as the parties in interest are

3 saying that we believe we have enough to have a ruling now.

tthat they want is years of discovery and an

5 expenditure of money without your ever ruling one way or the

-6 other as to whether we are right on our basic legal premises.

JUDGE DUGGAN: Do you have a comment on that?

MR BOUKNZGHT: I guess the only comment that we

9 could make is that summary disposition is appropriate when

1p there is no material issue of fact in dispute-

11 iver- Dym'nd I have been spending the last few

months going around Florida taking depositions in the action

that has been filed in the Piami case and there are facts in

14 this case that are quite hotly i'n dispute. l don't believe

that either side is going to be. prepared to say that all the

16 documents speak for themselves.

17 Xf Mr Jablon believes that he is entitled to

18 summary disposition he is entitled to file a motion and we

19 will respond to it, but Florida Power and Light is not

2p looking for years of litiation. Florida Power and TLight is
looking to get an operating license for this power plant at

the end of next year That is one of the reasons that we

23 are concerned with., proceeding with discovery. if the case

24 can't be resolved on summary judgment, then let's not allow

26 several months to pass trying to follow a summary judgment
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procedure-

"..R. JABLON: Look at the kinds of things we are

talking about . He are talking about a Fifth Circuit finding

4 of illegality in the antitrust laws.

JUDGE StIITH: Me don't have to hear the merits,

6 Nr., Jablon.

HR . JABLON: i I was using it illustratively for you

6 to understand the kind of materials I would place before

9 you. Certainly you can make a ruling, and I submit should

1O make a ruling, based on that kind of material.

11 You tal'k about a competition issue If you had an

offer to buy out a system and a public newspaper article
that went to every resident, it is not a question of what

14 they intended but it is what was perceived, an application

15 to an agency

16 If we can accumulate this material to demonstrate

17 that the situation inconsistent does in fact exist, that

however nicely what Florida Power and Light says now you

19 make the cost of determining rights bearable It seems to

gO me that when you have got this kind of evidence, this kind

of thing, and I know you have got other proceedings, but

there is an obligation for it to be reviewed because this

23 1 itigation can takes h undreds o f thousands and even millions

24 of dollars That is what I am trying to avoid

JUDGE SifITH: I ~m very pessimistic Me walked in
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here with seven filings constituting about six or seven

inches of paper to find out that we could summarize the

entire position probably in a few pages. I am very

4 pessimistic that the parties in this proceeding are able to

5 do,what you are suggestina.

6 think that thi= whole matter could have been

presented to us quite simply. It took us all afternoon and

all of these findings and all of these pleadings to find out

9 exactly what your position was as far as being hurt.

10 Now you are suggesting another abbreviated process

that I simply hav'e no confidence in. it is not the history

of this case You overwhelm us with papers and with

arguments and you don't seem to be able to condense them and

14 to bring them into focus for us.

15 ifR. JABLON: I think the Fifth Circuit has

condensed it I think what has happened is that Florida

Power and Light and the government appropriately so took

months and months and months to reach a settlement and the

19 settlement process is good, Your Honor.

20 JUDGE SHITH: Mell, we are still faced with the

burden of going back to our offices sometime and making

broad public interest decisions when you admit at the very

23 beginning that if we can 't make them they don 't matter.

24 That is your request and that is what you are going to get.

25 t! R. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor, and, I think the
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parties have submitted a settlement to you. You know, they

2 have made a motion and these matters we are talking about

3 are not trivial-
I submit that the question of what kind of

6 liability clause you are going to have is important. It is
wor th the Board 's time I you disagree there is not more I
can say.

JUDGE SlfITH: Mell, the Board. has not had a chance

9 to consult. Your entire argument boils down to this ~ You

10 would like for us, and I know that it is going to take a

great deal of tim'e, to read your filings and make a

determi'nation about the public interest. I don't know any

shortcut to that.

14 Then you say put some conditions on and then maybe

15 they will comply with them and maybe they won 't. All right,
16 then where axe we? Right back in this room. Me are right

back in this room and they don't comply with our conditions.

18 AIR. JABLON- Let me say that what you do has

1g consequences It has great consequences because it
20 in luences the positions of the parties If you make a

finding that something is not in the public interest it
obviously impacts on their position.,

23 I can't be predictive and it is unfair to ask

24 counsel for FPGL to determine now what position he will take

with regard to 'something on which you haven't ruled
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t<ith regard to the broader question what I am

2 saying is my clients have been threatened with going out of

3 business. They see before them for reasons which you have

4 stated, and maybe it is Hr ~ Dym's and ~";r. Bouknight's and my

5 disabilit'es. i.aybe it is the counsel's disabilities, but

6 they see before them potentially'ears of litigation. That

is the reality.
JUDGE Si.ITH: Yes, that is right, exactly right,

9 and that is very predictable if you look at what has

10 happened in this case If you hadn't opposed the settlement

agreement as it w'as presented last September we could right
now have been talking about how to resolve the remaining

issues of inconsistent.

14 5R. JABLON: But I opposed it and the cities

15 opposed it because they perceived that certainly aspects of

16 the settlement agreement which were limited created harm.

17 It was the nature of the beast..

18 JUDGE SHITH: Yes, I understand that, and it took

19 us all this time to try to find out exactly'hat the harm is.
20 NR. JABLON: Hell, in that case I have net done my

job for which I apologize.

22 JUDGE SLiITH I am not criticizing you. You have

23 a right to file those papers and .you have a right to get the

24 Board 's judgment on any issue which is meritorious and you

are going to get that- But I am saying that that does not
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bode well for any easy process to resolve the rest of the

2 case ~ Me are going to have to go back and get done with

3 this now, thi mess. It is not simple to us. It may be

4 simple to you but it is not to us.

5 HH ~ JABLON: These are, important matters of law

6 and of policy. I am not suggesting they are simple in terms

of easy for you nor are they easy for us. But I am

suggesting that the issues that divide Florida Power and

9 Light and the cities can be articulated simply'hey
1O disagree that they have an obligation to serve outside their

service area.

12

13

JUDGE SNITH: I understand-

NH JABLON The factors on which you will have to

14 make a decision if the case is not settled given the talent

15 of their law firm and I hope ours has some, too, may not may

16 not be so simple but they raise legal questions. Isn't it
17 better to decide them now than three years from now?

18 JUDGE SMITH: I a.m not suggesting that you den't

19 take actions to simplify the issues. I am tellin" you that

with my five years hi'story on this case that I just don 't
think it is going to happen. The first thing we have to do

is we will rule on the settlement agreement ~ I have been on

23 this case now for ive years and we don ''eem to be any

24 closer to hearing than we ever were

25 HH. JABLON: So have we. As Power and Light had. a
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1 right to do the matter was appealed all the way up to the

2 Commission and things have happened. Now what I am

3 suggesting in the interim is that there have been certain

4 legal decisions- There has been discovery and a let of it
in the District Court case ~ We know a lot more than we knew

6 then.

Isn 't it time to take stock because if the NRC has

a broader function to prevent anticompetitive use of these

9 plants a process which cannot simplify must work against the

1O purposes of the agency.

JUDGE S'AITH: I fully agree with you. You can

12 file whatever you want to file.
13 ÃR. JABT.ON: Okay. What I would like to do is

14 file a procedural motion, and. I will try to keep it as

1g simple as I can, setting forth the suggestions fox

subsequent procedures and -giving you an illustration so you

17 are not working in a vacuum of the basis for it. If FPCL

18 disagrees with those procedures, sobeit.

19 NH. DYH: While stock taking is going forward can

this case move forward as well?

21 JUDGE SNITH: Oh, yes I don't know. I have to

consult with the Board In the first place how do you know

23 w ha t the issues are until we ru le upon th e sett lement ? So

24 isn 't that a priority that we have to get the settlement

ruled upon'?
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ÃR - JABLON - Mell, I think there is a priority to

2 get the settlement ruled on and I think the issues are

3 pretty apparent regardless. In my own judgment, I think you

4 are going to have an issue of territoriality. You are going

5 to have an issue FP CL has used its power with regard to

6 nuclear power and transmission to refuse to deal (a) to

7 maintain its existing or expand its existing retail service

8 area and (b) in competition for power supply throughout the

g state.

10 You are going to have two more issues.'ne
relates to whethe'r they maintain their base load pcwer

12 monopoly because of certain gas arrangements- I think both

sides would agree that that is ripe for summary disposition

14 because Florida Power and Light has filed a motion for
15 summary disposition in the District Court. The second is

you are going to have an issue of whether FPGL misled the

NRC and other governmental agencies. I think those are the

18 issues ~

19 Mhat I am suggesting to you is that I can present

20 to you filings with government agencies and decisions, that

kind of thing, which speak for themselves ~

22 JUDGE SlfITH: Let's say you file whatever you

23 believe is going to be helpful and we will rule upon it ~

24

25

.".R. JABLON: Thank you ~

JUDGE SlfETH In the meantime the Board is going
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to have to pay attention to the rule on the settlement

2 agreement. You could be very helpf ul to the Board af ter
everything that has transpirec today if you would give us a

4 very caref ul and very well considered list of .the conditions

that you feel are necessary before we should approve this

6 settlement.
'.fR. JABLON: I shall do so, Your Honor-

JUDGE SKITHa Just No. 1, No. 2 and No. , your

g minimum requirements.

10 NR. JABLON c I shall do that.
JUDGE DUGGAN: The young lady from Justice has a

comment.

13 NS. URBANE .I just have one comment on the case

14 going forward. I think lir~ Dym made that suggestion and I
16 assume he is talking about discovery.

16 Now, the Department has a problem with that

because we have discovery requests outstanding- Of course,

once the settlement attaches we will withdraw those requests

1g and basically, as I mentioned, participate minimally, if at

20 all Certainly we will not participate in any of the

discovery.

22 Until the settlement is attached., which I hoge it
23 will "e, we don ' know whether to withdraw I frankly would

24 prefer not to have to go through this with this mass of

26 discovery or have the parties make one more copy in massive
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production if we are going to be out of the proceeding.

JUDGE St1ITH: I think you m'ght have an agreement

3 with Hr. Jablon. As +ar as he is concerned, the ettlement

4 will attach one way or the other. Didn 't we come to that

6 point this a+ternoone? One way or the other in a short

6 period of time the settlement vill attach.

HR. JABLON: Yes, Your Honors

JUDGE S'.fITH. The question will be does the Board

9 attach conditions. If we attach conditions that may destroy

10 the settlement- That is the circle that I think ve are in.
HS. URB'AHz If ve are in that position where the

settlement is destroyed the Department is once again part of

13 the litigation. So I guess ve vill have to request,

14 although I am quite reluctant to do so, that you defer

16 reinstituting discovery until you have made a ruling on

16 whether the settlement will attach with or without

conditions just because I think. it would be very burdensome

on all the parties to go th'rough that sort of discovery and

1g then find out it vas useless.

20

21

22

JUDGE SZITHs I see t4r. Dym agreeing to that.
lfr. Devey.

NR. DEMEY- Ae would consult with counsel for

23 F lorida Power and Light on procedures rega rdless o f what

24 path is tak en. Ne have alvays. been able to vork out this
kind o problem and I would hope we could do so.
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JUDGE SHITH: Were you going to summarize then

what your minimum requirements are before you give your

3 ble sings to this settlement,?

aaR ~ JABLON Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE SHITH: Were you going to do it nov?

NR. JABLON: No. I thought you wanted me to make

a list.
JUDGE SHITH: I thought perhaps you could do it

9 n 0'ie ~

10 NR. JABLON: Yes, Your Honor.

JUDGE SHITH: If it is too late ve vill get it in

writing.
13 8R. JABLON - We ...re asking you to rule on the

14 request for relief at page 8, 18, 20, 24 and 28 of the reply

15 of Florida Cities to Florida Power and Light Company's

16 response to joint motion dated January 8, 1981, and the

specific requests are set forth on those pages. I vill
confirm that. I just vant to glance at those pages and I

19 will confirm it in a letters

20 JUDGE S!IITH; Has anything developed this
afternoon vhich has changed your position on those requests?

22

23

l4R JABLON: No, Your Honor.

JUDGE SHITH: Has anything developed this

24 afternoon which gives the parties another new basis or

agreement?
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AIR. DY 1: I don 't think so, Your Honor.

JUDGE SHITH: Th.=n it is ready for the 'aboard to

3 rule
JUDGE LAZO: I just had. one thing, l!r. Jablon.

5 Looking at page 20, and I had looked at it earlier, you have

6 a footnote there regarding an acceptable contention The

last two sentences don't seem to be correct-

MRS JABLON: Thank you, Your Honor. Let me glance

9 at it for one second

10

12

JUDGE LAZO: Yes

(Short 'pause.)

MR. JABLON: Oh, the period should have been a

13 comma-

14

15

JUDGE LAZO: All right.
NR JABLON: "In the event that certain things

18 happen, FPGL shall take reasonable steps to assure."

17

18

JUDGE LAZO I just wanted to be certain ~

~R. JABLON = Thank you, Your Honor. I intended to

19 call that to your attention and I forgot

20 5R. DYP.: Your Honor, just so that the record is
absolutely clear, I think it is FP GL 's position that the

settlement it has entered into with the Department of

23 Justice and the NRC is reasonable and in the public

24 interest. As stated in the answer that FPCL filed to

25 "..r Jablon's reply, we believe his proposed conditions are
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MR. DYM: I don 't think so, Your Honor.

JUDGE SMITH: Then it is ready for the Beard to

3 rule ~

JUDGE LAZQ: I just had one thing, Mr. Jablon.

5 Looking at page 20, and I had looked at it earlier, you have

8 a footnote there regarding an acceptable contention The

last two sentences don't seem to be correct

8 MR. JABLOH: Thank you, Your Honor. Let me glance

9 at it or one second.

10 JUDGE LAZO: Ye -.

12

(Short pause )

MRS JABLON: Oh, the period should have been a

13 comma

14

15

JUDGE LAZO: All right
MR- JABLON: "In the event that certain things

18 happen, FPGL shall take reasonable steps to a sure."

17 JUDGE LAZO: I just wanted to be certain-

18 MR ~ JABLOH Thank you, Your Honor. I intended to

1g call that to your attention and I forgot

20 MR. DYM: Your Honor, just so tha t the record is
absolutely clear, I think it is FPCL's position that the

settlement it has entered into with the Department o.

23 Justice and the '.tRC is reasonable and in the public

24 interest As stated in the answer that FPCL =iled to

Mr.'ablon 's r=ply, we believe his proposed conditions are
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unreasonable and they are unacceptable-

JUDGE SMITH: So you are telling us in advance

3 that if «e were to condition the settlement upon the relief
4 requested that the se" tlement would not be effected?

5 MR DYM: I won 't quite go that far. I think we

obviously will consider what the Board has to say and

7 obviously consult with our client ~

What I am saying is that we have considered what

9 Mr. Jablon has proposed. Cur 'reply deals with it and that

10 is our position.

12

13

14

15

JUDGE S'MITH: Is there anything further?

(No response )

JUDGE SMITH: A11 right, we are adjourned-

Thank you

(Mhereupon, at 5:20 p m , the prehearing

16 conference adjourned.)

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24—

25
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